Ohio Medical Marijuana Dispensary Application
NATURE'S APEX, LLC
Application ID 1113
Demographic Information(Business Contact)
A-1.1 Business Name, as it appears on the Applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws,
partnership agreement or other legal business formation documents
Nature's Apex, LLC
A-1.2 Other trade names and DBA (doing business as) names
No response provided by applicant
A-1.3 Business Street Address
1910 Elm Street
A-1.4 City
Cincinnati
A-1.5 State
OH
A-1.6 Zip Code
45202
A-1.7 Phone
9145525254
A-1.8 Email
bob@naturesapex.com

Demographic Information(Primary Contact/Registered Agent)
A-2.1 Please select: Primary Contact, or Registered Agent for this Application
PRIMARY CONTACT
A-2.2 First Name
Robert
A-2.3 Middle Name
Maxwell
A-2.4 Last Name
Bonder
A-2.5 Street Address
1316 Race St. Unit #5
A-2.6 City
Cincinnati
A-2.7 State
OH
A-2.8 Zip Code
45202
A-2.9 Phone
9145525254
A-2.10 Email
bob@naturesapex.com

Demographic Information(Applicant Organization and Tax Status)
A-3.1 Select One
Limited Liability Company
A-3.1A If other, explain
No response provided by applicant
A-3.2 State of Incorporation or Registration
OH
A-3.3 Date of Formation
02/16/2016
A-3.4 Business Name on Formation Documents
Nature's Apex, LLC
A-3.5 Federal Employer ID number
This response has been entirely redacted
A-3.6 Ohio Unemployment Compensation Account Number
No response provided by applicant
A-3.7 Ohio Department of Taxation Number (if Applicant is currently doing business in Ohio)
No response provided by applicant
A-3.8 Ohio Workers’ Compensation Policy Number (if Applicant is currently doing business in Ohio)
No response provided by applicant
A-3.9 The Applicant attests that workers’ compensation insurance will be obtained by the time the
State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy determines the Applicant to be operational under the Act and
regulations.
YES
A-3.10 Has the Applicant operated and conducted business in any jurisdiction other than Ohio in the
past three years? If you select "Yes", answer question A-3.10.1 below.
NO
A-3.10.1 If "Yes" to question A-3.10, for each instance relevant to question A-3.10, provide the
following:
-Legal Business Name
-Business Address
-Federal Employee ID Number

No response provided by applicant

Demographic Information(Economically Disadvantaged Business)
A-4.1 The Applicant attests that at least fifty-one percent of the business, including corporate stock if a
corporation, is owned by persons who belong to one or more of the groups set forth in this division, and
that those owners have control over the management and day-to-day operations of the business and
an interest in the capital, assets, and profits and losses of the business proportionate to their
percentage of ownership. ORC 3796.10
NO

Demographic Information(District Information )
A-5.1 Please select to indicate the medical marijuana dispensary Ohio district for which you are
applying for a dispensary license
SOUTHWEST-1
A-5.2 Please select to indicate the medical marijuana dispensary Ohio county for which you are
applying for a dispensary license
Hamilton

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 1 of 4
A-6.1 First Name
Robert
A-6.2 Middle Name
Maxwell
A-6.3 Last Name
Bonder
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Business Owner
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
President
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
$1,000,000.00
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
35%
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
class A
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
50%
A-6.11 Voting percentage
50%
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OWNER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Capital contributions, equipment and real estate

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
1316 Race Street, Unit #5
A-6.17 City
Cincinnati
A-6.18 State
OH
A-6.19 Zip Code
45202
A-6.20 Phone
9145525254
A-6.21 Email
bob@rhinegeist.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
No response provided by applicant
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
10 years
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 2 of 4
A-6.1 First Name
Bryant
A-6.2 Middle Name
Raymond
A-6.3 Last Name
Goulding
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Business Owner
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
Vice President
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
$750,000
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
50%
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
Class A
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
50%
A-6.11 Voting percentage
50%
A-6.12 Proposed Role
OWNER
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
Capital contributions, equipment and real estate

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
1307 Republic St., Apt 1
A-6.17 City
Cincinnati
A-6.18 State
OH
A-6.19 Zip Code
45202
A-6.20 Phone
8608575019
A-6.21 Email
bryant@naturesapex.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
No response provided by applicant
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
5 years
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
This response has been entirely redacted

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 3 of 4
A-6.1 First Name
Shon
A-6.2 Middle Name
Patrick
A-6.3 Last Name
Williams
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
Program Manager
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
n/a- principal of MJardin Management Ohio, LLC, the management company
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
Percent of profit before deducting taxes, depreciation and amortization
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
none
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
none
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
none
A-6.11 Voting percentage
none
A-6.12 Proposed Role
PERSON EXERCISING SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
No response provided by applicant

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
15703 E. Meadow Vista Circle
A-6.17 City
Parker
A-6.18 State
CO
A-6.19 Zip Code
80134
A-6.20 Phone
7033286058
A-6.21 Email
shon.williams@mjardin.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
No response provided by applicant
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
n/a
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
No response provided by applicant

Demographic Information(Prospective Associated Key Employees Details)
Item 4 of 4
A-6.1 First Name
Christian
A-6.2 Middle Name
Shaw
A-6.3 Last Name
Monson
A-6.4 Suffix
No response provided by applicant
A-6.5 Occupation
attorney
A-6.6 Title in the Applicant’s business
n/a-principal of MJardin Management Ohio, LLC, applicant's management company
A-6.7 Applicant's business related compensation
percentage of profit before deducting taxes, depreciation and amortization
A-6.8 Number of shares owned
none
A-6.9 Types of shares owned
n/a
A-6.10 Percent interest in Applicant's business
none
A-6.11 Voting percentage
none
A-6.12 Proposed Role
PERSON EXERCISING SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL
A-6.13 Please include any contributions of money, equipment, real estate and expertise
No response provided by applicant

A-6.14 Date of birth
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.15 Social Security Number (use "N/A" if unavailable)
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.16 Street Address
422 East St.
A-6.17 City
Golden
A-6.18 State
CO
A-6.19 Zip Code
80403
A-6.20 Phone
3036417653
A-6.21 Email
christian.monson@mjardin.com
A-6.22 Race/Ethnicity: (Only answer if applying as an Economically Disadvantaged Business)
No response provided by applicant
A-6.23 If the Prospective Associated Key Employee maintains an Ohio residence, please provide the
length of time for which Ohio residency has been established:
n/a
A-6.24 Attach verification of identity. The following are acceptable forms of verification of identity:
-Unexpired, valid state-issued driver's license.
-Unexpired, valid photographic identification issued by the Ohio Bureau of Motor Vehicles or the
equivalent from another state.
-Unexpired, valid United States passport.
This response has been entirely redacted
A-6.25 Tax Authorization: Each Prospective Associated Key Employee with an aggregate ownership
interest of ten percent or more in the Applicant, must print, manually sign and attach a copy of the Tax
Authorization Form. The State Board of Pharmacy may, in its discretion, require an owner or person
who exercises substantial control over a proposed dispensary, but who has less than a ten percent

ownership interest, to comply with statutory and regulatory ownership requirements. ORC 3796.10,
OAC 3796:6-2-02
No response provided by applicant

Compliance(Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations)
B-1.1 By selecting “Yes”, the Applicant, as well as all individually identified Prospective Associated Key
Employees listed in this provisional license application, agree to comply with all applicable Ohio laws
and regulations relating to the operation of a medical marijuana dispensary.
YES
B-1.2 By selecting “Yes”, the Applicant understands and attests that it must establish and maintain an
escrow account or surety bond in the amount of $50,000 as a condition precedent to receiving a
medical marijuana certificate of operation. OAC 3796:6-2-11
YES

Compliance(Civil and Administrative Action)
B-2.1 Has the Applicant been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or civil
monetary penalties or fines being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-2.2 Has the Applicant been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-2.3 Has criminal, civil, or administrative action been taken against the Applicant for obtaining a
registration, license, provisional license or other authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or
dispensary of medical marijuana in any jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of
false information?
NO
B-2.4 Has criminal, civil or administrative action been taken against the Applicant under the laws of
Ohio or any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to any of
the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees' profession or occupation?
NO
B-2.4.1 If "Yes" to any question in B-2, provide the following: Respondent / Defendant, Name of Case
and Docket Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name
and Address of the Administrative Agency Involved, and the Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal,
State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 1 of 4
B-3.1 First Name
Robert
B-3.2 Middle Name
Maxwell
B-3.3 Last Name
Bonder
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OWNER
B-3.5 Position/Title
President
B-3.6 Brief description of role
Provide company leadership and direction
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO

B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO

B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?

NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 2 of 4
B-3.1 First Name
Bryant
B-3.2 Middle Name
Raymond
B-3.3 Last Name
Goulding
B-3.4 Proposed Role
OWNER
B-3.5 Position/Title
Vice President
B-3.6 Brief description of role
Provide company leadership and direction
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO

B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO

B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?

NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 3 of 4
B-3.1 First Name
Shon
B-3.2 Middle Name
Patrick
B-3.3 Last Name
Williams
B-3.4 Proposed Role
PERSON EXERCISING SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL
B-3.5 Position/Title
principal of MJardin Management Ohio, the management company
B-3.6 Brief description of role
As a principal of the management company, which will be responsible for hiring and vetting, on behalf
of the applicant, qualified employees for dispensary positions
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of
whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO

B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug
Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO

B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
YES
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?

NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Compliance(Prospective Associated Key Employee Compliance)
Item 4 of 4
B-3.1 First Name
Christian
B-3.2 Middle Name
Shaw
B-3.3 Last Name
Monson
B-3.4 Proposed Role
PERSON EXERCISING SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL
B-3.5 Position/Title
principal of MJardin Management Ohio, LLC, the applicant's management company
B-3.6 Brief description of role
As a principal of the management company, which will be responsible for hiring and vetting, on behalf
of the applicant, qualified employees for dispensary positions
B-3.7 Has this individual served, or are they currently serving as an owner, officer, or board member of
another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
YES
B-3.7.1 If "Yes" to B-3.7, please provide the entity Name and Address.
Mr. Monson is an officer for various MJardin companies in other states that provide management
services for licensed medical marijuana entities. This includes MJardin Management Colorado,
MJardin Management Nevada, MJardin Management Hawaii, MJardin Management Massachusetts,
MJardin Vermont, Mjardin Texas, and MJardin Florida. The principal address for each is 3461 Ringsby
Court Suite 350 Denver, CO 80216.
B-3.8 Has this individual had ownership or financial interest, or do they currently have ownership or
financial interest of another medical marijuana entity in Ohio or the United States?
NO
B-3.8.1 If "Yes" to B-3.8, please provide the entity Name and Address.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.9 Has this individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a disqualifying offense?
Include instances in which a court granted intervention in lieu of treatment (also known as treatment in
lieu of conviction, ILC, or TLC), or other diversion programs. Offenses must be reported regardless of

whether the case has been sealed, as described in section 2953.32 of the Revised Code, or the
equivalent thereof in another jurisdiction.
NO
B-3.9.1 If "Yes" to B-3.9, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number,
Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court
(Specify Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.10 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, any other felony offense
under state or federal law?
NO
B-3.10.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.11 Has the individual ever been convicted of, or are charges pending for, a crime (felony or
misdemeanor) involving an act of moral turpitude?
NO
B-3.11.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket Number, Nature
of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify
Federal, State and/or Local Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.12 Has this individual ever been disciplined by the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy or any other
licensing body.
NO
B-3.12.1 If "Yes", please provide the following: Name, Name and Address of Licensing Board, License
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved
No response provided by applicant
B-3.13 Has the individual ever been denied a license by the Drug Enforcement Administration or
appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction, or is such action pending?
NO
B-3.13.1 If "Yes" to B-3.13, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.14 Has the individual ever been the subject of an investigation or disciplinary action by the Drug

Enforcement Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state or jurisdiction that resulted in the
surrender, suspension, revocation, or probation of the individual's license or registration?
NO
B-3.14.1 If "Yes" to B-3.14, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.15 Has the individual ever been the subject of a disciplinary action by the Drug Enforcement
Administration or appropriate issuing body of any state jurisdiction that was based in whole or in part,
on the Applicant's prescribing, dispensing, diverting, administering, storing, personally furnishing,
compounding, supplying, or selling a controlled substance or other dangerous drug (i.e. prescription
drug), or is any such action pending?
NO
B-3.15.1 If "Yes" to B-3.15, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.16 By selecting "Yes", this individual agrees to be enrolled in the Retained Applicant Fingerprint
Database (Rapback) should the Applicant be awarded a provisional license.
NO
B-3.17 Has the individual been the subject of an action resulting in sanctions, disciplinary actions or
civil monetary penalties being imposed relating to a registration, license, provisional license or any
other authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any state?
NO
B-3.17.1 If "Yes" to B-3.17, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.18 Has the individual been the subject of a civil or administrative action relating to a registration,
license, provisional license or authorization to cultivate, process, or dispense medical marijuana in any
state?
NO
B-3.18.1 If "Yes" to B-3.18, the reason for doing so must be provided below.
No response provided by applicant
B-3.19 Has the individual been accused of obtaining a registration, license, provisional license or other
authorization to operate as a cultivator, processor, or dispensary of medical marijuana in any
jurisdiction by fraud, misrepresentation, or the submission of false information?
NO
B-3.19.1 If "Yes" to B-3.19, the reason for doing so must be provided below.

No response provided by applicant
B-3.20 Has civil or administrative action been taken against the individual under the laws of Ohio or
any other state, the United States or a military, territorial or tribal authority, relating to the individual's
profession or occupation?
NO
B-3.20.1 If "Yes" to B-3.20, please provide the following: Defendant, Name of Case and Docket
Number, Nature of Charge or Complaint, Date of Charge or Complaint, Disposition, Name and Address
of the Administrative Agency Involved, and Jurisdictional Court (Specify Federal, State and/or Local
Jurisdictions)
No response provided by applicant
B-3.21 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees are a physician who has a certificate
to recommend medical marijuana or who has applied for a certificate to recommend medical marijuana
under section 4731.30 of the Revised Code.
YES
B-3.22 By selecting “Yes”, you attest to the following statement:
None of the Applicant's Prospective Associated Key Employees have ownership, investment interest,
or a compensation arrangement with a laboratory licensed under Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code
or an Applicant for a license to conduct laboratory testing.
YES

Business Plan(Property Title, Lease, or Option to Acquire Property Location)
C-1.1 Attach one of the following:
-Evidence of the Applicant’s clear legal title to or option to purchase the proposed site and facility.
-A fully-executed copy of the Applicant’s unexpired lease for the proposed site and facility and a
written statement from the property owner that the Applicant may operate a medical marijuana
organization on the proposed site for, at a minimum, the term of the initial provisional license.
-Other evidence that shows that the Applicant has a location to operate its medical marijuana
organization.
Uploaded Document Name: C 1.1_Nature_s Apex - Lease Agreement to RG Prop.PDF
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 6 page(s) of this document.

LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS LEASE AGREEMENT (this “Lease”) is made effective and entered into as of this ____
day of November, 2017 (the “Effective Date”), by and between Rhinegeist Properties, LLC, a Ohio
limited liability company (“Lessor”), having an address of 1910 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, and
Nature’s Apex, LLC, an Ohio limited liability company (“Lessee”), under the following circumstances:
WHEREAS, Lessee desires to lease from Lessor, and Lessor desires to lease to Lessee, certain
real property consisting of approximately 8.0113 of acres located generally at 3241 Spring Grove Avenue,
Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225 (the land, improvements, and all appurtenances collectively
referred to herein as the “Premises”), the Premises being more fully described on Exhibit A attached
hereto and made a part hereof, on the terms and conditions set forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual covenants and agreements
contained herein, and in consideration of the lease payments provided in this Lease, the parties hereto
agree as follows:
1.
TERM OF LEASE. The term of this Lease shall commence on November ____, 2017
(the “Commencement Date”) and terminate upon the date that is twenty (20) years after the
Commencement Date (the “Termination Date”) (hereinafter referred to as either the “Term”, “Term of
this Lease” or “Lease Term”).
2.
PAYMENT OF RENT. Commencing on the Commencement Date until such date as
certain improvements on the Premises are completed and a certificate of occupancy is issued to Lessee
(the “Occupancy Date”), Lessee shall and hereby agrees to pay Lessor on a monthly basis the sum of One
Hundred and 00/100 Dollars ($100.00) (“Rent”). From and after the Occupancy Date, Rent shall be
increased to Ten Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($10,000.00) per month, which increase shall take effect in
the calendar month immediately following the calendar month in which the Occupancy Date occurs and
continue for the duration of the Term. The Rent during the Term of this Lease shall be due and payable in
equal monthly installments in advance on the first day of each month to Lessor at Lessor’s address above,
or at such other place as Lessor may designate by written notice to Lessee. The Rent for any partial
month shall be prorated on a per diem basis.
3.
PERMITTED USE. Lessee shall use the Premises for any use lawfully permitted in the
State of Ohio, including, but not limited to, a state licensed medical marijuana cultivation facility and/or a
state licensed medical marijuana dispensary facility.
4.

INSURANCE, MAINTENANCE, TAXES AND UTILITIES.

(a)
Insurance. Lessee shall, during the entire Term of this Lease and at Lessee’s sole
cost and expense, for the mutual benefit of Lessor and Lessee, maintain casualty and liability
insurance on the Premises. Lessee shall, during the entire Term of this Lease and at Lessee’s sole
cost and expense, for the benefit of Lessee, maintain insurance on any personal property stored on
or about the Premises. Whether the loss or damage is due to the negligence of either Lessor or
Lessee, their agents or employees, or any other cause, Lessor and Lessee do each herewith and
hereby release and relieve the other, their agents or employees, from responsibility for, and waive
their entire claim of recovery for any loss or damage to the real or personal property of either
located anywhere on the Premises, arising out of or incident to the occurrence of any of the perils
which may be covered by their respective fire insurance policies, with extended coverage
endorsements.
(b)
Maintenance. Lessee shall keep the Premises in good order, condition and repair
and, at its sole cost and expense, shall be solely responsible for all structural and ordinary repairs

-2to the Premises, any common areas, as well as any capital replacements of any aspect of the
Premises, including, but not limited to, the repair and replacement of the HVAC equipment.
Lessee shall keep the Premises clean and in good order and shall pay for any janitorial services to
maintain same.
(c)
Taxes. Lessee agrees that it shall pay, as the same become due and payable, all
taxes and assessments that are now levied or imposed upon the Premises, or any part thereof, or
which may become due and payable during the Lease Term.
(d)
Utilities. Lessee shall pay or cause to be paid all charges for all fuel, gas, oil,
heat, water, sewer, electricity, power, communication services and other utilities which may be
furnished to or used in the Premises during the Lease Term.
5.
SIGNS. Lessee shall have the right to install, operate and remove, at its own cost and
expense, any sign or signs on the Premises in accordance with applicable laws and as shall be agreed to
by the Lessor as to the location and design.
6.
ACCESS TO PREMISES. Lessor or its agents shall have the right to enter upon the
Premises at all reasonable hours for the purpose of inspecting same, or of making repairs, additions, or
alterations to the Premises or any property owned or controlled by Lessor.
7.

DEFAULT. The following events shall be considered an “Event of Default” under this

Lease:
(a)
If the Rent or any other amounts owed by Lessee hereunder shall at any time be
in arrears and remain unpaid for thirty (30) days after such amounts were originally due;
(b)
If Lessee shall fail to keep and perform any of the other covenants and
agreements on its part to be kept and performed and Lessee shall fail to cure such default within
sixty (60) days after receiving written notice from Lessor identifying the default;
(c)

If Lessee shall abandon the Premises during the Term hereof; and

(d)
If Lessee shall make any assignment for the benefit of its creditors or be
adjudicated as bankrupt, if Lessee shall file a petition in Federal Bankruptcy Court for
reorganization or liquidation, if the interest of Lessee shall be sold under execution or other legal
process, or if a receiver or trustee be appointed for the property of Lessee.
Upon an Event of Default, Lessor may re-enter into and upon the Premises and again have, repossess and
enjoy the same with all of the improvements then located thereon as if this Lease had not been made, and
thereupon this Lease shall terminate, provided, however, such termination shall not prejudice any rights
or remedies Lessor may have at law or in equity against Lessee.
8.
LESSOR’S RIGHT TO CURE DEFAULT. In an Event of Default occurs on the part of
the Lessee to pay and discharge any of its obligations under this Lease, which obligations require the
expenditure of money by the Lessee, the Lessor may, at its option and after providing ten (10) days prior
written notice to Lessee, pay and discharge such obligations. Any expenditures so made by Lessor, with
interest thereon at the rate of twelve percent (12%) per annum or the current average prime rate of interest
charged by Fifth Third Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio, whichever is greater, calculated from the date of Lessor
making such payment, shall constitute additional rent payable by Lessee to Lessor with the next
installment of Rent payable by Lessee hereunder.

-39.
INDEMNIFICATION. Lessee shall indemnify and hold Lessor harmless from and
against all expenses, liabilities, obligations, damages, penalties, claims, accidents, costs and expenses,
including reasonable attorney’s fees, paid, suffered, or incurred for death or damage or injury to persons
or property in whole or in part as a result of any breach by Lessee, Lessee’s agents, independent
contractors, servants, employees or licensees, or any covenant or condition of this Lease, or as the result
of Lessee’s use and occupancy of the Premises or any part thereof, or the carelessness, negligence or
improper conduct of the Lessee, Lessee’s agents, servants, employees, customers, visitors or licensees. In
case any action or proceeding is brought against Lessor by reason of any such claim, Lessee, upon written
notice from Lessor, will, at Lessees expense, resist or defend such action or proceeding. Lessee shall use
and occupy the Premises at its own risk.
10.
SUBLEASE OR ASSIGNMENT. Lessee may assign this Lease or sublet all or any
portion of the Premises, in whole or in part, to one or more entities or to a trust, upon providing written
notice to Lessor thereof at least twenty (20) days prior to the effective date of such assignment or sublet,
without any requirement for obtaining Lessor’s consent. Lessor may, at any time, sell its interest in the
Premises and assign this Lease to the grantee and purchaser of the Premises. In such event, Lessor shall
provide written notice of the sale and assignment to Lessee and upon consummation of the sale and
assignment, Lessor shall therafter be relieved of any liability or obligation to Lessee or any third party,
respectively, under this Lease.
11.
EMINENT DOMAIN. In the event that the entire Premises are taken or otherwise
appropriated under the power of eminent domain or by any other proceedings of a paramount authority,
this Lease shall terminate as of the date that the Lessee is required to yield possession. In the event the
Premises, or any part thereof, are taken or otherwise appropriated in whole or in part, under the power of
eminent domain or by paramount authority, the Lessee shall not be entitled to any part of any award made
on account of such taking or appropriation, either for the property taken, or for damages to the residue, or
otherwise.
12.
QUIET ENJOYMENT. Upon paying the Rent and other charges and observing and
performing the covenants, agreements and conditions of this Lease on its part to be kept, Lessee shall
lawfully and quietly hold, occupy and enjoy the Premises during the Term of this Lease without
hindrance or interference by Lessor or any person or persons claiming under Lessor.
13.
NOTICE. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be given by
either party to the other, shall be in writing and shall be sent by (i) United States mail, registered or
certified, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, or (ii) recognized overnight delivery service with
receipted delivery, or (iii) by any other electronic means, with a confirmed delivery receipt, or (iv) hand
delivery to the addresses set forth above and shall be deemed sufficiently served or given when deposited
in the United States mail as aforesaid at a point within the continental limits of the United States;
provided, however, that the time period in which response to any such notice, demand or request must be
given or within which action must or may be taken pursuant thereto shall commence to run from the date
of receipt on the return receipt of the notice, demand or request by the addressee thereof.
14.
AMENDMENT. This Lease embodies the entire agreement between Lessor and Lessee,
and can be amended, modified or changed only by an instrument in writing executed by the then holders
of the respective interests of Lessor and Lessee.
15.
WAIVER. The waiver by the Lessor of the breach of any of the covenants or conditions
by the Lessee shall not affect the rights or remedies of the Lessor for any future breach; but such rights or
remedies may be pursued as if no such waiver had been given.

-416.
PARTIAL INVALIDITY. If any term, covenant or condition of this Lease or the
application thereof to any part, person or circumstances shall, to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable,
the remainder of this Lease or the application of such term, covenant or condition shall be valid and shall
be enforced to the fullest extent permitted by law.
17.
APPLICABLE LAW. This Lease shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the
laws of the State of Ohio.
18.
COUNTERPARTS. This Lease may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which
shall be deemed an original and all of which shall constitute one agreement. Signatures delivered
electronically (by facsimile or electronic mail) shall be deemed originals for all intents and purposes. The
signature of any party to any counterpart shall be deemed to be a signature to, and may be appended to,
any other counterpart.
[Signature page to follow.]

C-1.2 Business Name, as it appears on the Applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws,
partnership agreement or other official documents.
Nature's Apex, LLC
C-1.3 Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names
No response provided by applicant
C-1.4 Business Address
1910 Elm St.
C-1.5 City
Cincinnati
C-1.6 State
OH
C-1.7 Zip Code
45202
C-1.8 Phone
9145525254
C-1.9 Email
bob@naturesapex.com

Business Plan(Site and Facility Plan)
C-2.1 Applicants must show that they can expeditiously use a site and facility to meet the activities
described in the provisional license by attaching one of the following:
-If the facility is in existence at the time that the provisional license application is submitted, submit
plans and specifications drawn to scale for the interior of the facility.
-If the facility is in existence at the time that the provisional license application is submitted, and the
Applicant plans to make alterations to the facility, submit renovation plans and specifications for the
interior and exterior of the facility.
-If the facility does not exist at the time that the provisional license application is submitted, submit a
plot plan that shows the proposed location of the facility and an architectural drawing of the facility,
including a detailed drawing, to scale, of the interior of the facility.
Uploaded Document Name: C2.1a_Facility Plans and Specifications.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 9 page(s) of this document.

C-2.2 The Applicant also must submit evidence that it is in compliance with any local ordinances, rules,
or regulations adopted by the locality in which the Applicant's property is located, which are in effect at
the time of the application. Include copies of any required local registration, license or permit. If no
relevant zoning restrictions have been enacted, provide a professionally prepared survey which
demonstrates that the Applicant is not in violation of restrictions pertaining to prohibited facilities and is
not located within 500 feet of a community addiction services provider as defined under section
5119.01 of the Revised Code. OAC 3796:5-5-01
Uploaded Document Name: C 2.2 ZVL packet.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 6 page(s) of this document.

November 15, 2017

ROBERT BONDER
1910 ELM ST
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45292

SUBJECT:

Dear

Record Number:

ZV17000189

Parcel:
Address:
Zoning District:
Request:

018800180023
3241 SPRING GROVE AV
MG
Manufacturing General
Zoning Verification

ROBERT BONDER

I have received and reviewed your request for zoning verification of the parcel 188-0018-0023 at 3241 Spring Grove
Avenue. The subject property is located in a MG – Manufacturing General Zoning District as described in Chapter 1413
of the Cincinnati Zoning Code. Please note, the subject lot is in the process of being divided with a new address. This
process will not affect the Zoning verification for the proposed use. The MG Zoning District is intended to create,
preserve and enhance areas that are appropriate for a range of low-impact manufacturing activities and supporting
commercial uses. High-impact manufacturing uses may be permitted, provided they meet specific performance standards
and are buffered from residential areas.
The use as described in the memo that was attached to the application is known as a Dispensary.
• Medical Marijuana Dispensary has been determined to be equivalent to being a pharmacy, within the Zoning
Definitions of a Retail Sales. Retail Sales per §§ 1401-01-R13. - Retail Sales means an establishment engaged in sales of
goods, including, but not limited to: alcoholic beverage sales, furniture and home furnishings, electronics and appliances,
clothing and shoes, jewelry, luggage and leather goods, sporting goods and hobbies, books, periodicals and music,
tobacco sales, department stores, florists, office supplies and stationary, gifts and novelties, pets, hardware, pawn shops,
video stores and auto parts. This classification includes the retail sale or rental of merchandise not specifically listed
under another use classification.
•

Retail Sales are a permitted use within the MG Zoning District.

• Per O.R.C. 3796.30(A), the Zoning Administrator has determined that the proposed site currently meets all siting
requirements and no named land uses are within 500 feet of the parcel the proposed use intends to occupy.
No known outstanding zoning violations currently exist at the subject property.

Page 1 of 2

November 15, 2017

Please note: The Zoning Code and zoning maps are subject to change. All projects are subject to the zoning
requirements at the time of the building permit application or when the use is established on the premises. The purpose
of this letter is to verify the zoning district as it pertains to the subject property and the current use of that property. It
does not address other zoning issues, specific building code issues or requirements from other agencies that may be
applicable.
Sincerely,

Doug Owen
Zoning Plans Examiner

Page 2 of 2

C-2.3 Provide a location map of the area surrounding the proposed facility that establishes the facility
is at least 500 feet from a prohibited facility or a community addiction services provider as defined
under section 5119.01 of the Revised Code. In establishing the distance between a proposed
dispensary and such a facility, the distance shall be measured linearly and shall be the shortest
distance between the closest point of the property lines of the proposed dispensary and the prohibited
facility or community addiction services provider. The map must be clearly legible and labeled and may
be divided into 8.5*11 inch sections. OAC 3796:5-5-01
Uploaded Document Name: C 2.3_ZVL packet including 500 ft map.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 6 page(s) of this document.

November 15, 2017

ROBERT BONDER
1910 ELM ST
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45292

SUBJECT:

Dear

Record Number:

ZV17000189

Parcel:
Address:
Zoning District:
Request:

018800180023
3241 SPRING GROVE AV
MG
Manufacturing General
Zoning Verification

ROBERT BONDER

I have received and reviewed your request for zoning verification of the parcel 188-0018-0023 at 3241 Spring Grove
Avenue. The subject property is located in a MG – Manufacturing General Zoning District as described in Chapter 1413
of the Cincinnati Zoning Code. Please note, the subject lot is in the process of being divided with a new address. This
process will not affect the Zoning verification for the proposed use. The MG Zoning District is intended to create,
preserve and enhance areas that are appropriate for a range of low-impact manufacturing activities and supporting
commercial uses. High-impact manufacturing uses may be permitted, provided they meet specific performance standards
and are buffered from residential areas.
The use as described in the memo that was attached to the application is known as a Dispensary.
• Medical Marijuana Dispensary has been determined to be equivalent to being a pharmacy, within the Zoning
Definitions of a Retail Sales. Retail Sales per §§ 1401-01-R13. - Retail Sales means an establishment engaged in sales of
goods, including, but not limited to: alcoholic beverage sales, furniture and home furnishings, electronics and appliances,
clothing and shoes, jewelry, luggage and leather goods, sporting goods and hobbies, books, periodicals and music,
tobacco sales, department stores, florists, office supplies and stationary, gifts and novelties, pets, hardware, pawn shops,
video stores and auto parts. This classification includes the retail sale or rental of merchandise not specifically listed
under another use classification.
•

Retail Sales are a permitted use within the MG Zoning District.

• Per O.R.C. 3796.30(A), the Zoning Administrator has determined that the proposed site currently meets all siting
requirements and no named land uses are within 500 feet of the parcel the proposed use intends to occupy.
No known outstanding zoning violations currently exist at the subject property.
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November 15, 2017

Please note: The Zoning Code and zoning maps are subject to change. All projects are subject to the zoning
requirements at the time of the building permit application or when the use is established on the premises. The purpose
of this letter is to verify the zoning district as it pertains to the subject property and the current use of that property. It
does not address other zoning issues, specific building code issues or requirements from other agencies that may be
applicable.
Sincerely,

Doug Owen
Zoning Plans Examiner

Page 2 of 2

Business Plan(Business Startup Plan)
C-3.1 A business startup plan is required for all dispensary provisional license applications. The
business startup plan must provide a comprehensive set of activities necessary for the startup of the
facility within six months of receiving a provisional license. Provide a timeline describing the process,
methods, or steps used to execute a compliant business startup plan that includes, at a minimum:
1. Security and surveillance
2. Employee qualifications and training
3. Storage of medical marijuana products
4. Inventory management
5. Record-keeping
6. Prevention of medical marijuana diversion
In order to deliver on cost, schedule, and performance requirements and commitments for startup of
the facility within six months of receiving a provisional license, The Enterprise will implement project
management best practices led by its Dispensary Management Company (DMC) project management
professionals with extensive experience in standing up cannabis facilities in many other jurisdictions.
The attached integrated timeline lays out the comprehensive process, methods, and steps used to
execute a compliant business startup plan. This business startup plan assumes state approval of
provisional license on March 9, 2018 with the six-month timeline requirement ending September 9,
2018. Schedule tasks are connected through predecessor and successor relationships, so the actual
completion dates will shift day-for-day earlier or later with the provisional license approval date. Also,
our intent is to build a new facility either as a standalone dispensary or preferably as part of the
cultivation and processing facility, provided The Enterprise receives all three licenses; our business
startup plan works for either scenario.
High-level milestones include the following:
- Aug 5, 2018: Dispensary Manager onsite fully qualified and trained
- Aug 29, 2018: Construction & Installations Complete, Site Clean and Ready
- Aug 30, 2018: State Inspection
- Sep 4, 2018: State Issuance of License (assuming 3 work days after inspection)
Corporate and administrative activities such as financial modeling, contracting, and license application
preparations have already been completed, as have standard project initiation activities to plan for
success, such as building the detailed project work plan, defining scope and objectives, assigning team
members, holding a project kickoff with all stakeholders, and implementing a team communications
plan. The Enterprise has been moving forward on the design and construction process for the
dispensary with the expectation of being awarded a provisional license, and the design process, to
include the Security and Surveillance subsystem design, is substantially complete. Final subsystem
designs; mechanical, electrical, and plumbing engineering designs; and architectural designs will be
complete by mid-December 2017 with the exception of any revisions required upon issuance of the
provisional license.
Ordering of equipment and supplies for the dispensary will occur taking any long-lead times into
consideration to ensure items are available in advance of installation or operations as required. We
expected to have facility permits in hand by January 2018 and commence site work immediately. The
construction crew will erect the facility shell with utilities, framing, insulation, and rough interior work
between Feb and May 2018, followed by Security and Surveillance System installation and Electronic
Tracking and Compliance Systems to support Inventory Management, Recordkeeping, and Prevention
of medical marijuana diversion. The remainder of the dispensary equipment installation is expected to
complete in Aug 2018 culminating in a testing/commissioning event to confirm that the facility has been
built and equipment installed to the design specifications and that the facility is ready to perform its

intended mission of dispensing high-quality medical marijuana products to its patients.
While construction is underway, the DMC’s human resources and operations teams will finalize the
staffing plan and source employees with the appropriate backgrounds and qualifications for the
required positions in the facility. The training division of the operations team will develop and/or update
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for the dispensary with specific focus on SOPs for the Security
& Surveillance Plan, Storage of medical marijuana products, Inventory management, Recordkeeping,
and Prevention of medical marijuana diversion. The DMC University training curriculum will be updated
with these SOPs and other Ohio-specific regulatory and compliance information for training new
dispensary personnel in advance of the dispensary opening and for ongoing operations in the facility.
This proven staffing and training approach delivers highly-qualified and trained personnel critical to the
successful operation of what we expect to be the premier facility in the state of Ohio.
As part of the risk management program, The Enterprise’s Designated Representative will as soon as
possible after receipt of the provisional license lead the team through preparations for the state
inspection. The Enterprise will execute at least one internal paper dry run inspection and one internal
physical dry run inspection prior to the state inspection, checking for compliance with all laws and rules
as well as proper implementation of the business startup plan.
For a more detailed set of the activities summarized above, please refer to the attached Business
Startup Plan Integrated Timeline.
C-3.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in C-3.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
Uploaded Document Name: C-3.1_ Attch--The Enterprise Biz Startup Plan Integrated Timeline.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 6 page(s) of this document.

SECTION C-3.1 Attch--The Enterprise Biz Startup Plan Integrated Timeline
ID

Task Task Name
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
77
84

114
115
123

Owner

Duration Start
%
Complet

Ohio
Wilken
21%
The Enterprise
Dir PM
21%
Milestones
PM
0%
Cultivation
PM
0%
License Submission Deadline
PM
100%
Provisional License Approval (Estimated)
PM
0%
General/Operations Manager Onsite
PM
0%
Construction & Installations Complete; Site Clean & RePM
0%
Agency Inspection of Cultivation Facility
PM
0%
Final Cultivation License Approval & Begin Cultivation PM
0%
Deadline for Cultivation Cert of Op (9 mo)
PM
0%
First shipment to dispensary as dried product and to Ops Mgr
0%
processor for production of processed product
Dispensary
PM
0%
License Submission Deadline
PM
100%
Provisional License Approval (Estimated)
PM
0%
Dispensary Manager Onsite
PM
0%
Construction & Installations Complete; Site Clean & RePM
0%
Agency Inspection of Dispensary Facility
PM
0%
Final Dispensary License Approval
PM
0%
Deadline for Dispensary Cert of Op (6 mo)
PM
0%
Receive First Product for Sale from Cultivation or ProceOps Mgr
0%
Deliverables
PM
0%
Financial Model
PM
100%
Cultivation License Application Submission
PM
100%
Conceptual Layout Finalized
PM
100%
Flower & Veg Bench Plan
PM
100%
Dispensary License Application Submission
PM
100%
Engineering Plans
MEP
0%
Subsystem Designs
PM
0%
Final Approved Permit Set
Architect
0%
Staffing Plan
PM
0%
Cultivation Systems Commissioning Report
PM
0%
Marketing Mgr/Clie 0%
Press Release
Dispensary Commissioning Report
PM
0%
Financial Model Development
Bus Analyst
100%
Contract / Administrative
Gen Csl
100%
Licensing
Lic Atty
100%
Design, Build, Staff, Train, Inspect, Operate
PM
12%
Project Initiation / Preparations
PM
100%
Design
PM
29%

Finish

Predecessors

5FS+139ed
226
213
265SS
265
6FS+9emo
286

506d
506d
394d
394d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d

Tue 1/24/17
Tue 1/24/17
Fri 6/30/17
Fri 6/30/17
Fri 6/30/17
Fri 11/17/17
Sat 7/14/18
Wed 8/8/18
Thu 8/9/18
Mon 8/13/18
Tue 8/14/18
Mon 1/21/19

Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19
Fri 6/30/17
Fri 11/17/17
Sat 7/14/18
Wed 8/8/18
Thu 8/9/18
Mon 8/13/18
Tue 8/14/18
Mon 1/21/19

296d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
348.5d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
0d
61.5d
18d
154d
413d
72d
198d

Fri 11/17/17
Fri 11/17/17
Fri 3/9/18
Sun 8/5/18
Wed 8/29/18
Thu 8/30/18
Tue 9/4/18
Sat 9/8/18
Mon 1/21/19
Wed 4/19/17
Wed 4/19/17
Fri 6/30/17
Thu 8/10/17
Fri 8/18/17
Fri 11/17/17
Wed 12/13/17
Tue 12/19/17
Wed 1/10/18
Wed 3/21/18
Fri 8/10/18
Mon 8/13/18
Fri 8/31/18
Tue 1/24/17
Tue 4/4/17
Thu 4/13/17
Mon 6/5/17
Tue 7/18/17
Mon 6/5/17

Mon 1/21/19
Fri 11/17/17
Fri 3/9/18
Sun 8/5/18
Wed 8/29/18
Thu 8/30/18
Tue 9/4/18
Sat 9/8/18
Mon 1/21/19
Fri 8/31/18
Wed 4/19/17
Fri 6/30/17
Thu 8/10/17
Fri 8/18/17
Fri 11/17/17
Wed 12/13/17
Tue 12/19/17
Wed 1/10/18
Wed 3/21/18
Fri 8/10/18
Mon 8/13/18
Fri 8/31/18
Wed 4/19/17
Thu 4/27/17
Fri 11/17/17
Mon 1/21/19
Thu 10/26/17
Thu 3/15/18
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14FS+112ed
230
215
275SS
275
15FS+183ed
286
76
108
129
134
113
175
161
195
223
236
10FF
240

Successors

6FS+139ed
225,258FS+6d,11FS+9emo,151

278,33FF
290
290

15FS+112ed
20FS+183ed,159,268FS+6d

278
290
290
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ID
124
130
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

Task Task Name
Mode

Owner

Duration Start
%
Complet

Conceptual Layout
Designer
100%
Flower Bench Plan + Veg & Dry Rooms
Designer
100%
Subsystem Design
Designer
61%
Engage vendor specialists
PM
100%
Cultivation Lighting (Flower, Veg, & Green light) Pla Vendor
100%
Yield Estimations
Dir Ops
100%
Horizontal Air Flow (HAF) Fan Layout
Designer
100%
Inbound Water Treatment Plan
Designer
100%
Fertigation Plan
Vendor
40%
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Subsystem Desi Designer
100%
Sanitation Programming
Designer
67%
Sanitary Wall and Ceiling Panels (freezer, FRP, othDesigner
86%
Floor surfaces
Designer
0%
Odor Mitigation
Designer
20%
Sensors, Automation, Data Tracking
Designer
100%
Security & Surveillance System Design (Cultivation Security
60%
Generate cultivation security design
Security
100%
Collaborate on cultivation security design
Security
100%
Finalize cultivation security & surveillance system Security
20%
Mutual sign off (Security System Design (Cultivati Security
0%
Computer Systems & Network
PM/IT
0%
Dispensary Design
Designer
86%
Dispensary Floor Plan and Engineering Plans
Designer/MEP
100%
Security & Surveillance System (Dispensary)
Security
62%
Generate dispensary security & surveillance Security
100%
system design
Collaborate on dispensary security &
Security
100%
surveillance system design
Finalize dispensary security & surveillance systeSecurity
0%
Mutual sign off (Security & Surveillance
Security
0%
System Design (Dispensary))
Multilateral sign off (Subsystem Design) (incl Plant PM
0%
Science Dept)
Develop MEP Engineering plans
MEP
7%
Environmental requirements, spacing requirements Designer
100%
Utility Estimations & Plan (Electrical, Gas, Water, CODesigner/Engineerin100%
HVAC Layout/Mechanicals
MEP
6%
Plumbing Distribution Layout
MEP
0%
Fertigation Drainage, Waste/Disposal Layout (incl MEP
0%
Plant Science Dept)
Electrical Outlet Layout
MEP
6%
Dehumidification Layout
MEP
6%

Finish

Predecessors

Successors

133FF
136
137
134FS+13d
134,122
136
136

137,141,142,161
138,161,178
161,220
161,179
161,144
161,167FF,166FF,220
161

140
144
165FF
134

161,192,145
161
161,180
161,182,220

98
149
128,150,6
151
151

150
151
152,153
175
161

110,129

157

155

158

48d
40d
189d
1d
14d
1d
1d
10d
72d
10d
9d
7d
2d
10d
15d
113d
3d
2d
5d
0d
16d
124d
22d
102d
5d

Mon 6/5/17
Fri 6/23/17
Fri 6/16/17
Fri 8/18/17
Mon 8/21/17
Mon 9/11/17
Fri 9/8/17
Fri 10/27/17
Mon 8/21/17
Mon 8/21/17
Fri 11/10/17
Fri 11/10/17
Tue 11/21/17
Thu 11/16/17
Mon 8/21/17
Fri 6/16/17
Fri 6/16/17
Wed 6/21/17
Fri 11/17/17
Mon 11/27/17
Tue 11/28/17
Tue 9/19/17
Tue 9/19/17
Thu 10/19/17
Thu 10/19/17

Thu 8/10/17
Fri 8/18/17
Thu 3/15/18
Fri 8/18/17
Fri 9/8/17
Mon 9/11/17
Fri 9/8/17
Thu 11/9/17
Fri 12/1/17
Fri 9/1/17
Wed 11/22/17
Mon 11/20/17
Wed 11/22/17
Fri 12/1/17
Mon 9/11/17
Mon 11/27/17
Tue 6/20/17
Thu 6/22/17
Mon 11/27/17
Mon 11/27/17
Tue 12/19/17
Thu 3/15/18
Wed 10/18/17
Thu 3/15/18
Wed 10/25/17

3d

Thu 10/26/17

Mon 10/30/17 157

159,111FF

5d
0d

Fri 3/9/18
Thu 3/15/18

Thu 3/15/18
Thu 3/15/18

158,15
159

160
183,221

0d

Tue 12/19/17

Tue 12/19/17

136,137,138,139,140,141,14 29

86d
3d
2d
72d
8d
8d

Fri 8/11/17
Fri 8/11/17
Wed 8/16/17
Mon 8/21/17
Mon 11/20/17
Mon 11/20/17

Wed 12/13/17
Tue 8/15/17
Thu 8/17/17
Fri 12/1/17
Fri 12/1/17
Fri 12/1/17

129
163
134,164
134,164,141FF
134,166FF,141FF

171,172,164
165,166,168,169
174,146FF
167FF,170,174
174,181

72d
72d

Mon 8/21/17
Mon 8/21/17

Fri 12/1/17
Fri 12/1/17

134,164
134,164

174
174
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ID
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

Task Task Name
Mode

Owner

Water Treatment
MEP
Climate Control Design and Integration
MEP
Energy Efficiency (Supply & Demand sides) Plan
MEP
CO2 Plan
Designer
Engineering Recommendations & Plan Review
MEP
Multilateral sign off (Engineering Plans) (incl Plant PM
Science Dept)
Ordering/Receipt of Equipment & Supplies
PM
Benching
PM
Lighting (Flower and Veg) (HPS 4-6 wk; LED 8-10 wk) PM
HAF Fans
PM
Odor Mitigation (2 wks; Element Air Tower Units 6 to 8PM
Fertigation (2 wks Dosatron, 6 to 10 wks for Argus) PM
Grow supplies (media, nutrients, bulbs, etc)
PM
Dispensary Equipment
PM
Construction / Building
GC
Permitting
Architect/GC
Permit/Bid Set Review
Architect/GC
Permit/Bid Set Coordination
Architect/GC
3rd Party Code Review
Architect/GC
Safety & Health Compliance Review
Architect/GC
Industrial Hygienist Review
Architect/GC
Permit/Bid Set Client Approval
Architect/GC
Release to General Contractor for Bidding
Architect/GC
Submittal of Permit Set of Plans
Architect/GC
Building Department Permitting & Address Concern Architect/GC
Receive Final Approved Permit Set
Architect/GC
Construction
GC
Coordination of the Plans and Onsite Contractors GC
Start Weekly Construction Meeting
PM
Site Work (3-4 wks)
GC
Building Shell with rough electrical, plumbing (gas, GC
water, bibs), framing/insulation/dry wall
Installation of all utilities and interior infrastructure GC
Security & Surveillance System Install
GC/Security
Electronic Tracking and Compliance Systems Setup GC/Vendor
Cultivation Areas
PM
Installation of Fixture Unistrut/All Thread HangingGC
Install lighting (Cult Mgmt Co visit for beginning) GC
Installation and Hanging of HAF fans
GC
Plumbing & Fertigation Infrastructure and Work GC
(Cult Mgmt Co visit for completion)

Duration Start
%
Complet

Finish

Predecessors

0%
7%
7%
20%
0%
0%

4d
72d
72d
10d
4d
0d

Mon 12/4/17
Mon 8/21/17
Mon 8/21/17
Thu 11/16/17
Fri 12/8/17
Wed 12/13/17

Thu 12/7/17
Fri 12/1/17
Fri 12/1/17
Fri 12/1/17
Wed 12/13/17
Wed 12/13/17

122,166
174
134,163
174
134,163
174,173FF
172FF
175
165,166,167,168,169,170,17 175
174,152,173
28,222,187

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
100%
100%
0%
0%

98d
30d
30d
10d
10d
10d
40d
22d
290d
23d
1d
5d
3d
5d
1d
0d
2d
5d
3d
5d
290d
5d
0d
3ew
2emo

Mon 2/26/18
Thu 4/26/18
Thu 4/12/18
Thu 5/24/18
Mon 2/26/18
Thu 4/26/18
Thu 5/10/18
Wed 6/13/18
Tue 7/11/17
Thu 12/7/17
Thu 12/7/17
Thu 12/14/17
Thu 12/21/17
Thu 12/21/17
Thu 12/21/17
Wed 12/20/17
Thu 12/21/17
Thu 12/21/17
Fri 12/29/17
Thu 1/4/18
Tue 7/11/17
Tue 7/11/17
Mon 7/24/17
Wed 1/10/18
Wed 1/31/18

Mon 7/16/18
Fri 6/8/18
Thu 5/24/18
Fri 6/8/18
Mon 3/12/18
Thu 5/10/18
Mon 7/9/18
Mon 7/16/18
Wed 8/29/18
Wed 1/10/18
Thu 12/7/17
Wed 12/20/17
Tue 12/26/17
Thu 12/28/17
Thu 12/21/17
Wed 12/20/17
Fri 12/22/17
Thu 12/28/17
Wed 1/3/18
Wed 1/10/18
Wed 8/29/18
Mon 7/17/17
Mon 7/24/17
Wed 1/31/18
Sun 4/1/18

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

2emo
3ew
2ew
45d
10d
10d
10d
15d

Sun 4/1/18
Sun 4/1/18
Sun 4/8/18
Fri 6/1/18
Fri 6/1/18
Fri 6/15/18
Fri 6/29/18
Fri 6/1/18

Thu 5/31/18
Sun 4/22/18
Sun 4/22/18
Fri 8/3/18
Thu 6/14/18
Thu 6/28/18
Fri 7/13/18
Thu 6/21/18
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Successors

134FS+5d,209SF-15d
137,206SF-15d
139,207SF-15d
146,201SF-15d
167,208SF-15d
147,212SF-15d,210SF-15d,21
160,214SF-15d

187FS-10d
129,134,175
187
187
187
187,186
191,144
191
193
194

191
188,189,190,186FS-10d,191

108FS+5d
197FS+5d
197,195
199

198FS+5d,199

200
200
202FF

205,208,180SF-15d
203FF

201
205
206
201

206
209,207,178SF-15d
210,179SF-15d
211,181SF-15d,260FF

192,193
194
195
30,199

200
201,202
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ID
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244

Task Task Name
Mode

Owner

Installation of Cultivation Benching (Cult Mgmt GC
Co visit for beginning)
Installation of Cultivation Trellis Posts
GC
Installation of Cultivation Shelving
GC
Hanging All Cultivation Fixtures
GC
Clean the Cultivation Site
GC
Dispensary Equipment Installation
GC
Clean the Dispensary Site
GC
Staffing / Hiring
Dir Ops/HR
Staffing Plan
Dir Ops/HR
Generate staffing plan options & Employee QualificaDir Ops/HR
Collaboration - Cult Mgmt Co, Client
Dir Ops/HR
Preliminary staffing plan(s) contingent upon design Dir Ops/HR
Dispensary Update to Staffing Plan
Dir Ops/HR
Finalize staffing plan
Dir Ops/HR
Mutual sign off (Staffing Plans)
PM
Hiring
Dir Ops/HR
PM Hire
Dir PM
General/Operations Manager
Dir Ops/HR
Director Security, QA, & Compliance
Client
Cultivation Lead (Cult Mgmt Co interview team
Dir Ops/HR
visit to Client)
Post Harvest Lead (Cult Mgmt Co interview team Dir Ops/HR
visit to Client)
Dispensary Manager
Dir Ops/HR
Operational Startup
Test/Commissioning
Dir Ops
Cultivation
Final Site Walk & Commission Cultivation
Dir Ops
Systems (Ops, PM, Design, Plant Science, GC,
Complete Cultivation Systems Punch list Items GC
Generate Cultivation Systems Commissioning RepDir Ops
Dispensary
Dir Ops
Final Site Walk & Test/Commission Dispensary Dir Ops
Systems (Ops, PM, Design, Retail, GC, Client)
Complete Dispensary Punch list Items
GC
Generate Dispensary Commissioning Report
Dir Ops
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Training Manager
SOP Updates for any newly implemented
Training Manager
technology or process
SOP Binder Compilation
Training Manager
Dispensary SOPs
Training Manager

Duration Start
%
Complet

Finish

Predecessors

Successors

0%

5d

Fri 6/29/18

Fri 7/6/18

206

210,177SF-15d

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
9%
71%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
7%
0%
0%
0%

5d
5d
5d
1d
15d
1d
320d
148d
10d
5d
2d
2d
2d
0d
257d
15d
30d
30d
30d

Mon 7/16/18
Mon 7/23/18
Mon 7/30/18
Wed 8/8/18
Mon 8/6/18
Wed 8/29/18
Mon 8/21/17
Mon 8/21/17
Mon 8/21/17
Tue 9/5/17
Mon 12/4/17
Fri 3/16/18
Tue 3/20/18
Wed 3/21/18
Fri 11/17/17
Fri 11/17/17
Fri 6/1/18
Thu 3/29/18
Fri 6/22/18

Fri 7/20/18
Fri 7/27/18
Fri 8/3/18
Wed 8/8/18
Fri 8/24/18
Wed 8/29/18
Sat 11/24/18
Wed 3/21/18
Fri 9/1/17
Mon 9/11/17
Tue 12/5/17
Mon 3/19/18
Wed 3/21/18
Wed 3/21/18
Sat 11/24/18
Mon 12/11/17
Sat 7/14/18
Wed 5/9/18
Sun 8/5/18

207,209
208,210
211
235FF
212
239FF

211,182SF-15d
212,182SF-15d
182SF-15d,214,234FF
265,8
183SF-15d,238FF,270FF-11d
275,17

134
218
219,138,141,147
160
175,220,221
222

219
220
222
222
223
31,226,227,228,230

0%

30d

Thu 10/11/18

Sat 11/24/18

283FF-30ed

253FF

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

30d
123d
21d
6d
1d

Fri 6/22/18
Thu 5/31/18
Fri 8/3/18
Fri 8/3/18
Fri 8/3/18

Sun 8/5/18
Sat 11/24/18
Fri 8/31/18
Fri 8/10/18
Fri 8/3/18

223,275FF-30ed

254,16

212FF

235

0%
0%
0%
0%

3d
2d
6d
1d

Mon 8/6/18
Thu 8/9/18
Fri 8/24/18
Fri 8/24/18

Wed 8/8/18
Fri 8/10/18
Fri 8/31/18
Fri 8/24/18

234
235

236,213FF,264SF
32

214FF

239

0%
0%
0%
0%

3d
2d
46d
34d

Mon 8/27/18
Thu 8/30/18
Thu 5/31/18
Thu 5/31/18

Wed 8/29/18
Fri 8/31/18
Mon 8/6/18
Thu 7/19/18

238
239

240,274SF,215FF
34

0%
0%

10d
44d

Thu 7/19/18
Mon 6/4/18

Thu 8/2/18
Mon 8/6/18

253SF
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6
259,269
265FF-30ed,223
7,253
223,260FF-30d
265FF-30ed,275FF-30ed,223

243SF
242SF
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ID
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282

Task Task Name
Mode

Owner

Security & Surveillance Plan
Training Manager
Storage of medical marijuana products
Training Manager
Inventory management
Training Manager
Recordkeeping
Training Manager
Prevention of medical marijuana diversion
Training Manager
Dispensary SOP Binder Compilation
Training Manager
Training
Training Manager
Training Curriculum Development for any newly
Training Manager
implemented technology/process
Cult Mgmt Co University Training (incl SOPs, laws, Training Manager
rules, license app, ops)
Dispensary Mgmt Co University Trg (incl SOPs,
Training Manager
laws, rules, license app, ops)
Agency & Self Inspections
PM
Cultivation
PM
Inspection Prep
PM
Checklist Receipt or Development
PM
Checklist Review and Planning for Success
PM
Inspection Requirements Satisfied
PM
Inspection Paper Dry Run
PM
Resolve Outstanding Actions from Paper Dry Run PM
Inspection Physical Dry Run
PM
Resolve Outstanding Actions from Physical Dry RuPM
Agency Inspection & Approval
PM
Dispensary
PM
Inspection Prep
PM
Checklist Receipt or Development
PM
Checklist Review and Planning for Success
PM
Inspection Requirements Satisfied
PM
Inspection Paper Dry Run
PM
Resolve Outstanding Actions from Paper Dry Run PM
Inspection Physical Dry Run
PM
Resolve Outstanding Actions from Physical Dry RuPM
Agency Inspection & Approval
PM
Operate
Ops Mgr
Cultivation
Ops Mgr
Propagation
Ops Mgr
First batch loaded into Veg and assignment of plant Ops Mgr
identifiers
Plant Scientist Visit
Plant Science
First Batch into Flower
Ops Mgr
Plant Scientist Visit
Plant Science

Duration Start
%
Complet

Finish

Predecessors

Successors

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

34d
34d
34d
34d
34d
10d
123d
44d

Mon 6/4/18
Mon 6/4/18
Mon 6/4/18
Mon 6/4/18
Mon 6/4/18
Mon 7/23/18
Thu 5/31/18
Thu 5/31/18

Mon 7/23/18
Mon 7/23/18
Mon 7/23/18
Mon 7/23/18
Mon 7/23/18
Mon 8/6/18
Sat 11/24/18
Thu 8/2/18

250SF
250SF
250SF
250SF
250SF
254SF

249SF,245SF,246SF,247SF,248SF

0%

79d

Thu 8/2/18

Sat 11/24/18

226,229FF

252SF,243SF

0%

10d

Mon 8/6/18

Fri 8/17/18

230

250SF

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

195d
180d
174d
0d
10d
20d
1d
5d
1d
5d
3d
119d
113d
0d
10d
20d
1d
5d
1d
5d
3d
95d
95d
15ed
0d

Tue 11/28/17
Tue 11/28/17
Tue 11/28/17
Tue 11/28/17
Tue 12/12/17
Thu 5/24/18
Thu 7/19/18
Fri 7/20/18
Fri 7/27/18
Mon 7/30/18
Thu 8/9/18
Fri 3/16/18
Fri 3/16/18
Fri 3/16/18
Mon 3/19/18
Fri 7/13/18
Fri 8/10/18
Fri 8/10/18
Fri 8/17/18
Mon 8/20/18
Thu 8/30/18
Tue 9/4/18
Tue 9/4/18
Tue 9/4/18
Wed 9/19/18

Tue 9/4/18
Mon 8/13/18
Mon 8/6/18
Tue 11/28/17
Tue 12/26/17
Thu 6/21/18
Fri 7/20/18
Fri 7/27/18
Mon 7/30/18
Mon 8/6/18
Mon 8/13/18
Tue 9/4/18
Mon 8/27/18
Fri 3/16/18
Fri 3/30/18
Thu 8/9/18
Fri 8/10/18
Fri 8/17/18
Mon 8/20/18
Mon 8/27/18
Tue 9/4/18
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19
Wed 9/19/18
Wed 9/19/18

6FS+6d
258,225
259,208FF
262SF,260
263SF
264SF
235SF
213

259
260
261,227FF-30d

15FS+6d
268,225
269,214FF-11d
270,272SF
273SF
274SF
239SF
215

269
270
271

10,265,19
278

279
281FS+36ed,280FS+14ed

0%
0%
0%

0d
0d
0d

Wed 10/3/18
Thu 10/25/18
Sat 11/24/18

Wed 10/3/18
Thu 10/25/18
Sat 11/24/18

279FS+14ed
279FS+36ed
281FS+30ed

290
283FS+60ed,282FS+30ed
290
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253SF

261SF
262SF
263SF
226FF-30ed,228FF-30ed,278,10,9S

271SF
272SF
273SF
228FF-30ed,19,230FF-30ed,18SS

SECTION C-3.1 Attch--The Enterprise Biz Startup Plan Integrated Timeline
ID
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290

Task Task Name
Mode

Owner

First Harvest
Ops Mgr
First Dry, Cure, Trim Complete
Ops Mgr
Product Testing at Independent Testing Lab
Ops Mgr
First shipment to dispensary as dried product and Ops Mgr
to processor for production of processed product
Dispensary
Dispensary Mgr
Receive First Product for Sale from Cultivation or Pr Dispensary Mgr
Wrap-up meeting to discuss lessons learned and ways to PM
improve for next time
Project Complete
PM

Duration Start
%
Complet

Finish

Predecessors

Successors

0%
0%
0%
0%

0d
0d
5d
0d

Mon 12/24/18
Mon 1/14/19
Tue 1/15/19
Mon 1/21/19

Mon 12/24/18
Mon 1/14/19
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19

281FS+60ed
283FS+21ed
284
285

229FF-30ed,284FS+21ed
285
286
290,12,21,288

0%
0%
0%

0d
0d
5d

Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19
Tue 1/15/19

Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19
Mon 1/21/19

286
290FF

0%

0d

Mon 1/21/19

Mon 1/21/19

11,286,12,280,282,20,21
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289FF

C-3.2 The Business Startup Plan also must describe how the Applicant’s proposed business
operations will comply with statutory and regulatory requirements (as described in Chapter 3796 of the
Revised Code and division 3796:6 of the Administrative Code) necessary for the startup and continued
operation of the facility including, but not limited to:
1. Security and surveillance
2. Employee qualifications and training
3. Storage of medical marijuana products
4. Inventory management
5. Record-keeping
6. Prevention of medical marijuana diversion
Section C-3.1 described in detail the comprehensive set of activities The Enterprise has planned for its
business startup in order to comply with statutory and regulatory requirements (as described in
Chapter 3796 of the Revised Code and division 3796:6 of the Administrative Code) necessary for the
startup and continued operation of the facility. In addition to this integrated project plan, we have
completed extensive financial modeling and budgeting in support of the Business Startup Plan and
ongoing operations. The Enterprise’s financial modeling is based on a large data set from the
Dispensary Management Company which has operations in many jurisdictions.
The Enterprise is planning for approximately 2000 sq ft of dispensary space for the initial phase of the
business. The budgetary estimates in this section are for a standalone dispensary. Preferably, the
business will receive licenses for cultivation and processing as well, which will improve our ability to
serve patients effectively and reduce costs.
Forecasted capital expenses to stand up the dispensary total $300K. These capital expenses include
construction, utility connections, heating/ventilation/air conditioning, Security and Surveillance systems,
vault for Storage of medical marijuana products, furniture and fixtures, information technology
equipment to support Inventory Management and Recordkeeping, and contingency funds.
Forecasted operating expenses to support the first year of operation total $800K. These operating
expenses include labor, qualifying and training employees, taxes (excise and property), land lease,
packaging and other retail supplies, vehicles, bank service charges, dues and subscriptions, facility
and equipment maintenance, utilities (water, electricity, trash/waste disposal, phone, internet), Security
and Surveillance (alarm monitoring, guards, and armored vehicles to prevent medical marijuana
diversion), insurance, marketing, administrative supplies, professional fees, software (for Inventory
management, Recordkeeping, Prevention of medical marijuana diversion), travel, banking, audit and
tax support, legal services, medical consultants, and patient education and training.
Total estimate of capital expenses and first year operating expenses came to $1.1M. Although we fully
expect to have revenue to offset these costs in the first year, for planning purposes The Enterprise
estimated conservatively and assumed the worst case of zero revenue to guarantee availability of
more than sufficient funds for a successful startup of the dispensary for the medical marijuana patients
of Ohio.

Business Plan(Description of Employee Duties and Roles)
C-4.1 Please provide a description of the duties, responsibilities, and roles of each Prospective
Associated Key Employee. Please attach a Table of Organization and Control for the business.
Include all individuals listed in question A-6.
The leadership of the Enterprise will flow from the Ownership Partnership (OP) in concert with the
Dispensary Management Company (DMC). The OP will be responsible for the overall direction of the
company, will oversee marketing and branding of the organization, and will handle any material legal or
financial decisions. Financial matters, operational direction, and company strategy will be guided by the
Partner serving as the President of the Enterprise that currently handles the finances for business
ventures of the Partners. The Partner serving as the Vice President of the Enterprise will provide
direction and insight into sales and marketing concepts as well as all patient education materials.
The DMC has been retained by the OP to handle all operational matters for the Dispensary. The DMC
is an arm of the Cultivation Management Company engaged to operate the prospective vertically
integrated cultivation operation. The leadership of the DMC brings extensive multidisciplinary
experience working in the medical marijuana industry in multiple jurisdictions and will be charged with
formulating all Standard Operating Procedures and written policies promulgated pursuant to 3796:6-301(4)(L), managing the Designated Representative (DR) and Associate Designated Representative
(ADR), all human resources matters, and overseeing general operations.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-01(4)(M), the DR will review all dispensary organization policies and procedures
at least once annually from the date of issuance of the certificate of operation and will work with the
Dispensary Management Company and any necessary external professionals to update policies as
needed or required by the state board of pharmacy. The DR shall fulfill the responsibilities as
enumerated by 3796:6-3-05(D), which shall include the oversight of the delivery and receipt of medical
marijuana and products; the supervision and control of medical marijuana and products in the custody
of the dispensary; establishing safeguards of medical marijuana and products to assure that the sale or
other distribution of inventory will occur only by dispensary employees licensed by the state board of
pharmacy; the notification of the state board of pharmacy of any employee arrests for disqualifying
offenses within 24 hours; providing prompt notice in writing to the state board when an associated key
employee or key employee will no longer be serving in that role or is no longer employed; maintaining
all required dispensary records; providing immediate notification to the state board of pharmacy of any
suspected diversion/theft of medical marijuana; and maintaining a current license. As a part of these
duties the DR will be responsible for ensuring that the state board of pharmacy is notified should a
prohibited facility or a community addiction services provider secure a location within 500 ft of the
dispensary pursuant to 3796:6-3-11(E).
The quality assurance program and the inventory management program will be under the supervision
of the DR, 3796:6-2-20(A). As required by 3796:6-3-12(B), the DR will implement a quality assurance
program through written policies and procedures that shall detect and prevent reporting errors.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-12(E), the DR will be responsible for informing employees of all changes to
policies based on quality assurance program recommendations. In compliance with 3796:6-3-13(A) (B), it will be policy for all errors to be reported to the DR immediately who will ensure that a review is
performed within two (2) days of discovery. The DR shall conduct a weekly audit of the dispensary’s
daily inventory in accordance with 3796:6-3-20(D).
The DR shall work closely with the DMC in the development and oversight of the employee training
program, employee training on patient interaction, and the development of educational materials and
maintenance of records related to such content pursuant to 3796:6-3-19(O). The DR will ensure that
each employee receives adequate initial and continuing training during each licensing period regarding
all subject matters articulated by 3796:6-3-19(E) and that all training materials are submitted to the
state board of pharmacy and approved pursuant to 3796:6-3-19(F)-(G). The DR will develop a system
for capturing all patient data required by 3796:6-3-19(N)(2) and for communicating this data to the

institution of higher learning the Enterprise has a research and development agreement with for data
analysis.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-19(N)(3), the DR shall develop policies for refusing to provide product and shall
base those policies on opinions of medical professionals.
Pursuant to 3706:6-3-05(B), the DR will be present a minimum of 20 hours per week. The ADR will
serve as a manager, will be present a minimum of 20 hours per week, and will coordinate with the DR
to ensure optimal coverage. The ADR will assist the DR in all matters the DR is responsible for and
shall serve as an interim DR in accordance with 3796:6-3-05(G).
C-4.2 Please attach a Table of Organization and Control for the business. Include all individuals listed
in question A-6.
Uploaded Document Name: C 4.1_Organizational Table.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 1 page(s) of this document.

Organizational Structure:

Business Plan(Capital Requirements)
Item 1 of 1
C-5.1 Type of Capital
cash
C-5.2 Source of Capital
The cash liquidity is held cumulatively by the partners.
C-5.3 Name and Address of financial institution
This response has been entirely redacted
C-5.4 Account Number
This response has been entirely redacted
C-5.5 Illustrate that the Applicant has adequate liquid assets to cover all expenses and costs for the
first year of operation as indicated in the dispensary's proposed Business Startup Plan (Question C-3).
The total amount of liquid assets must be no less than $250,000. Provide unredacted documentation
from the Applicant's financial institution to support these capital requirements. (ORC 3796:6-2-02)
This response has been entirely redacted
C-5.5.1 Please attach a redacted copy of documentation from the Applicant's financial institution to
support the capital requirements. (ORC 3796:6-2-02)
Uploaded Document Name: Nature's Apex Combined_Redacted.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 3 page(s) of this document.

CAPITAL PLEDGE STATEMENT

I,
, a partner of
have provided personal bank statements
illustrating
in available liquid capital.
will have access to other
capital, however, this amount will be unconditionally pledged by myself to
for the operating costs of the company for the first year of operations.

DATE:_11/17/17
______

Business Plan(Business History and Experience)
Item 1 of 2
C-6.1 First Name
Robert
C-6.2 Middle Name
Maxwell
C-6.3 Last Name
Bonder
C-6.4 Previous Role (e.g. Owner, Officer, Board Member, Person with Financial Interest, Person
Exercising Substantial Control, Support Employee)
Co-Founder, President
C-6.5 Business Name
Rhinegeist Brewery
C-6.6 Business Address
1910 Elm St. Cincinnati, OH 42520
C-6.7 Position of management or ownership of a controlling interest
YES
C-6.8 Dates
2013-Present

Business Plan(Business History and Experience)
Item 2 of 2
C-6.1 First Name
Bryant
C-6.2 Middle Name
Raymond
C-6.3 Last Name
Goulding
C-6.4 Previous Role (e.g. Owner, Officer, Board Member, Person with Financial Interest, Person
Exercising Substantial Control, Support Employee)
Founder, Vice President
C-6.5 Business Name
Rhinegeist Brewery
C-6.6 Business Address
1910 Elm St Cincinnati, Ohio 42520
C-6.7 Position of management or ownership of a controlling interest
YES
C-6.8 Dates
2013-present

Business Plan(Business History and Experience Narrative)
C-6.9 Provide a narrative description not to exceed 1500 words demonstrating any previous
experience at operating other businesses or non-profit organizations and any demonstrated knowledge
or expertise with regard to the medical use of marijuana to treat qualifying conditions (for all
Prospective Associated Key Employees with an ownership interest of ten percent or more in the
prospective dispensary). Include the number of years of experience, the type of business, and any
administrative discipline history associated with each business.
The Enterprise
The Enterprise is comprised of two equal partners, Partner A and Partner B, collectively referred to as
the “Partners”. The Partners currently own and operate a business in an extremely highly-regulated
industry that mandates separate licensing in each state they operate in, specific local business
licensing, in addition, to all general business permits. To remain in compliance, the Enterprise must
adhere to detailed reporting and tax filing requirements at both the state and federal levels. The
business was established in June of 2013 and to date with an exponential growth rate and more than 4
years in operation, no license has been revoked or suspended.
The Partners bring distinct and complementary skill sets and perspectives to the Enterprise. The
individual contributions of the Partners combine to form a vibrant blend of positivity and success based
on a foundation of passion, creativity, business savvy, and social responsibility. The inspiring energy of
this partnership has been infused into the surrounding communities located near the Partners’
businesses, catalyzing unprecedented economic growth and development in those areas. Building on
the wisdom gained through their previous experiences, the Partners are excited for the opportunity of
forming the Enterprise specializing in the production of a product that will not only help countless
patients, but also create positive community growth.
The Dispensary Management Company
To aid in providing optimal dispensary practices the Partners have enlisted the aid of the DMC that is a
retail driven arm of the Cultivation Management Company the Enterprise has contracted with for the
prospective cultivation operation. The company has provided management services to numerous
clients operating in the marijuana industry in multiple states under its clients’ licenses. The DMC has
access to work with professionals with a combined 200+ years of experience working in the medical
marijuana industry in various capacities from dispensing, to operations, to caregivers with specialized
knowledge on the benefits of distinct cultivars, to marketing/branding. The licensees DMC has worked
with number in the hundreds, and to date no licenses have been revoked or suspended. An officer of
the DMC is a licensed attorney in good standing .
Background and Experience
After achieving degrees in Biometrics and Economics respectively, the Partners each spent time as
business consultants with a focus on business strategy and marketing analytics. This experience
provided both with an exposure to a variety of industries and taught them a great deal about
management techniques, both positive and negative. These are lessons they have integrated into their
entrepreneurial experiences. After leaving the consulting world, Partner A opened a retail chain that he
owned and operated for seven years. Through this experience he employed many of the skills he had
learned as a consultant. Running these businesses and working side by side with employees taught
him a greater lesson, that business is about so much more than dollars, it's about people, families, and
communities. The financial bottom line is what makes a business successful and allows it to continue
to grow, but the true rewards to these Partners is in having a greater positive impact.
In 2013, the Partners joined forces to blend their experiences and bravely jumped into a highly
regulated and competitive industry. Having seen positive revitalization of depressed urban
communities in other parts of the country, the Partners wanted to trigger such revitalization in a major
Ohio urban area. Aspiring to recreate this, they chose an area to locate their newest project that would
have a specific potential for economic development. From the humble beginnings of a 25,000 square

foot facility in a struggling urban area, 5 employees, and $1.2 million in investment, the company has
grown to 210 employees, with $20 million in an additional, and a 112,000 square foot facility.
The Partners have achieved this level of exponential growth within a period of four short years and are
continuing to grow. The facility run by the Partners has been listed in the Top 50 of the largest
industrial facilities of its type in the country and has been named the fastest growing. This feat is
spectacular considering the highly-regulated industry that requires them to operate within a web of
complex, nuanced laws that have evolved over the past 100 years and are different in every state.
Compliance in this industry requires detailed reporting and excise tax filing requirements with federal,
state, and local agencies.
In addition to successfully navigating the extensive regulatory compliance challenges, the Partners
mastered and streamlined a vertically integrated manufacturing and distribution operation to ensure
optimal profit margins. The operation manufactures, packages, and distributes their unique product to
thousands of accounts within the same state and contracts with wholesalers in other states. The onsite
retail component of the facility attracted over 500,000 visitors in the last year alone.
Integration of Expertise
While the Partners have sophisticated business acumen and a passion for what they do, they also
realize their own limitations on expertise and know-how, and have made key hires or hired specialized
consultants. They then quickly applied the acquired knowledge to training their own in-house team and
continued to develop their unique internal systems. With this model in mind, the Partners of the
Enterprise realized that if they are going to be successful in developing a successful business model
for the cultivation and dispensing of medical marijuana they would need to harness the expertise of
professionals with specific knowledge and experience in that area. To achieve this objective, the
Partners have contracted with a preeminent firm with extensive experience in the cultivation and
dispensing of medical marijuana.
Serving patients is at the core of this business, so the Partners know they will need external expertise
from the medical community for the Enterprise. To gain that valuable medical community perspective
and input, the Enterprise has submitted a Research and Development proposal with a Leading Institute
of Medical Research involving the compilation of data from the detailed and continual exchange of
voluntarily-provided patient information with medical practitioners and researchers.
Through this collaborative effort with the Leading Institute of Medical Research, the Enterprise will gain
communication from the medical community about the medical benefits of medical marijuana to better
assist the Enterprise to select products and medicine to assist its patients. Communication goes two
ways and the Enterprise will initiate communications with physicians in the state, other cultivation
facilities, extraction facilities and dispensaries regarding the already known and quantified benefits of
medical marijuana. Further, the Enterprise will continue to get patient feedback on products and
medicine to continue to make or refine products that are effective for the patients. The Enterprise will
also elicit communication from major ailment foundations, such as the local Epilepsy Foundation, major
cancer foundations, etc., to gain valuable feedback on what products and medicines are providing the
greatest benefit to their members.
Core Principles
A key principle that the Partners of the Enterprise bring to their business operation is creating a
positive impact on people, community, and families. This principle starts with how they as
entrepreneurs treat employees. The Partners have implemented policies such as an internal $15/hour
minimum wage for hourly employees and average annual income for salaried employees of $65,000.
Furthermore, all full-time employees have access to 401K and health insurance offered by the
Partners’ businesses. The Partners attribute a great deal of their business success to how their
employees are treated. The business has a negligible turnover rate alleviating all associated costs and
allowing the business to function like a well-oiled machine of highly-motivated and skilled employees.
The Partners take the effect their business has on the community as a whole very seriously, and they
view it as one of the most rewarding parts of entrepreneurial growth. They have driven positive
industrial growth and created hundreds of jobs in their formerly economically depressed neighborhood

in a relatively short period of time. The Partners continue to expand their opportunities for community
outreach beyond job creation, providing a resource for numerous charitable causes by sponsoring both
weekly and quarterly events benefiting causes ranging from drug addiction treatment to childhood
education.
The reputation of the Partners and their business within their community is a reflection of the core
principles they have integrated into every part of their business. They have created a financially
responsible and profitable business model and translated that success to benefit the community, acting
as impressive entrepreneurial stewards. As a result of the consistent exercise of those principles and
practices by the Partners, the community council surrounding the proposed marijuana cultivation
facility has voiced resounding support for the Enterprise viewing the involvement of this business as an
asset to the area.

Operations Plan(Dispensary Oversight)
D-1.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will appoint a designated representative
responsible for the oversight, supervision and control of operations of the medical marijuana
dispensary. When there is a change in the appointed designated representative, the Applicant will
notify the State Board of Pharmacy within 10 business days of appointment. OAC 3796:6-3-05
YES

Operations Plan(Security and Surveillance )
D-2.1 By checking “Yes,” the Applicant attests that it is able to continuously maintain effective security,
surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and other illegal conduct
regarding medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.
YES
D-2.2 Please provide a summary of the Applicant's proposed security and surveillance equipment and
measures that will be in place at the proposed facility and site. These measures should cover, but are
not limited to, the following:
1. General overview of the equipment, measures and procedures to be used
2. Alarm systems
3. Surveillance system
4. Surveillance storage
5. Recording capability
6. Records retention
7. Premises accessibility
8. Inspection/servicing/alteration protocols
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-16 for more information.
This response has been entirely redacted
D-2.2.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-2.2. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
Uploaded Document Name: D 2.2_ security diagram.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 2 page(s) of this document.

D-2.3 By selecting “Yes”, the Applicant attests that the answer provided in response to Question D-2.2
is voluntarily submitted to the State Board of Pharmacy in expectation of protection from disclosure as
provided by section 149.433 of the Revised Code.
YES

language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Operations Plan(Inventory Management of Product)
D-6.1 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will establish inventory controls and procedures for
the conducting of weekly inventory reviews and annual comprehensive inventories of medical
marijuana at the facility. OAC 3796:6-3-20
YES
D-6.2 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that its written or electronic weekly and annual inventory
records described in D-6.1 will include:
1. The date of the inventory
2. A summary of the inventory findings
3. The employee identification numbers, and titles or positions, of the individuals who conducted
the inventory
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-20 for more information.
YES
D-6.3 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will use the state inventory tracking system. ORC
3796.07; OAC 3796:1-1-01; OAC 3796:6-3-06
YES
D-6.4 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will maintain records of medical marijuana
received from a cultivator or processor in its internal inventory control system. OAC 3796:6-3-20
YES
D-6.5 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will maintain records of medical marijuana
dispensed to a patient or a caregiver in its internal inventory control system. OAC 3796:6-3-08
YES
D-6.6 By selecting "Yes" the Applicant attests that it will maintain records of expired, damaged,
deteriorated, misbranded, or adulterated medical marijuana awaiting return to a cultivator / processor
or awaiting disposal, in its internal inventory control system. OAC 3796:6-3-20
YES
D-6.7 Please provide an explanation for selecting "No" in response to questions D-6.1 through D-6.6
No response provided by applicant
D-6.8 Please describe the Applicant's approach regarding the implementation of an inventory
management process. This approach must also include a process that provides for the recall of
medical marijuana and the management of medical marijuana product returns from the proposed
dispensary to the originating cultivator and/or processor. OAC 3796:6-3-20
In accordance with the requirements articulated by 3796:6-3-20, the Enterprise has developed a
comprehensive and robust inventory management system. The Enterprise will have clearly outlined
procedures for the handling of inventory and for the tracking of product in the electronic tracking
system. The Enterprise will utilize METRC, the state required seed-to-sale electronic inventory tracking
system. In addition, the Enterprise has selected an internal tracking system equipped with

customizable inputs, tracking features and audit options.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-20(A), the inventory control system shall be supervised by the dispensary
Designated Representative. This system will be real-time web-based, provide for immediate
accessibility by the state board of pharmacy and will be backed up on a daily basis. In accordance with
3796:6-3-20(C), the system will provide documentation and an accounting of (1) Each transaction and
each day's beginning inventory, acquisitions, sales, disposal and ending inventory.(2) Acquisitions of
medical marijuana including: (a) The quantity, strain, variety and batch number of each product
received;(b) For each product, the finished form, number of units or volume of each finished form in
each container, the number of commercial containers of each finished form; (c) The name and license
number of the source of the medical marijuana; (d) The name and license number of the licensed
agents delivering the medical marijuana; (e) The name and license number of the licensed dispensary
employee receiving the medical marijuana; (f) The date of acquisition; and (g) Any information required
by the state board of pharmacy. (3) Records of the sale or dispensing of medical marijuana and denials
of such sales, containing:(a) A description of the sale including the quantity, strain, variety and batch
number of each product dispensed;(b) The name and license number of the licensed dispensary
employee completing the transaction; (c) The date of dispensing; and (d) The name and registration
number of the patient or caregiver.(4) The disposal of medical marijuana, documenting: (a) A
description of the products, by quantity, strain, variety, batch number and cause disposal; (b) The
name and license number of the dispensary employee destroying the medical marijuana; (c) The name
and license number of the dispensary key employee verifying the destruction of the medical marijuana;
(d) The method of disposal as well as the name, address and telephone number of the company
contracted for disposal; and (e) The date of disposal.
In accordance with 3796:6-3-20(B), the Enterprise will store all medical marijuana in an order based on
date that will ensure that product is dispensed based on date of production from most remote in time to
most recent.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-20 (D), the Designated Representative will perform and document a daily
inventory audit of the dispensary's daily inventory compliant with generally accepted accounting
principles a minimum of once per week. Quarterly audit statements will be provided to the state board
of pharmacy in a manner as determined by the board.
In accordance with 3796:3-20(E)(1), the Enterprise will maintain all records generated by the inventory
tracking system as well as any bank account records for the Enterprise for a minimum of three (3)
years. This shall include all records of each day’s beginning inventory, acquisitions, sales, disposal and
ending inventory as required by subsection (G) of 3796:6-3-20. Records shall be kept in a secure,
locked location which has initially been determined to be the vault of the facility.
Pursuant to 3796:3-20 (F), the Enterprise will not accept returns of medical marijuana except if the
return is pursuant to a program offered under 3796:6-3-14(D), a recall, an error in dispensing. Any
medical marijuana abandoned at the dispensary shall be accounted for, maintained separately from
other inventory in the facility vault and destroyed in compliance with 3796:6-3-14. Upon the return or
abandonment of any medical marijuana or in the event of a recall, the Enterprise will notify the state
board of pharmacy in writing immediately pursuant to 3796:6-3-219B)(3). The electronic inventory
tracking system utilized by the Enterprise will record the identity and contact information of each patient
or caregiver receiving medical marijuana or medical marijuana product from the Enterprise. Each
transaction will capture information on the source of the medical marijuana. In the event of a recall of
product, the Enterprise will have the ability to request a customized report from the electronic inventory
tracking system vendor of all patents and caregivers receiving the product as well as contact
information to personally contact each patient pursuant to 3796:6-3-21(B)(1). In accordance with
3796:6-3-21(B)(4), the Enterprise will also disseminate the information through the media. Upon return
of recalled product, patients will receive the option of a full refund or replacement product. All recalled
product will be stored in a quarantined area of the facility vault and destroyed pursuant to 3796:6-3-14
and 3796:6-3-21(C).

D-6.8.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-6.8. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
D-6.9 Please describe the Applicant's processes, procedures and controls regarding a patient or
caregiver’s ability to return unused medical marijuana for the purpose of dispossession and destroying.
Include, at a minimum, a description of
1. How patients and caregivers will be charged for such returns
2. How returns will be tracked
3. How any returned medical marijuana will be secured at the facility
4. The maximum amount of time that returned medical marijuana will be stored at the facility
The Enterprise and the Dispensary Management Company have outlined the following protocols and
procedures relating to the return, storage, and disposal of unused marijuana. The Enterprise is
committed to serving patients and offering beneficial, quality medical products with integrity. As a part
of this mission it is essential that patients have the ability to return unsatisfactory products.
In accordance with 3796:6-3-14(D), the Enterprise will allow patients and caregivers to return unused
medical marijuana for disposal. This allows for patients to be able to return products that do not meet
their needs as well as provide a public service that prevents unused product from being diverted to
unauthorized end users. All policies surrounding this patient buyback policy will be approved by the
state board of pharmacy as required by 3796:6-3-14(D). Policies developed by the Enterprise will
provide for all buyback prices to be publicly available and posted on the company website along with
all other prices for medical marijuana in accordance with 3796:6-3-14(D)(2) and 3796:6-3-15(E).
Upon return for medical marijuana and products to the facility the patient or caregiver returning the
product or bringing the product in for disposal will check in upon arrival in the waiting area and present
their credentials in the same manner as all customers arriving for the purpose of transacting business.
Once the patient or caregiver desiring to return product is permitted into the dispensary department
with a licensed dispensary employee the employee will immediately inventory the product too be
returned and weigh, if applicable. The dispensary employee will proceed with the patient or caregiver
to a monitored point of sale location, where there will be video surveillance in accordance with the
requirements articulated by 3796:6-3-16 for all transactions. The dispensary employee will then enter
the information into the electronic tracking system to generate a buyback price quote consistent with
publicly posted pricing. The patient or caregiver will then have the option to accept or deny this offer.
Upon acceptance of the offer the patient will sign the written offer and the dispensary employee will
complete the transaction. The transaction will be immediately recorded in the inventory tracking system
and the record retained for a minimum of three (3) years pursuant to 3796:6-3-14(C)(5) and 3796:6-317. The returned product will be immediately placed in a small locked safe in the dispensary
department dedicated for returns and recalled product. All product in the safe will be moved to the vault
at the conclusion of dispensary operating hours. As it is placed in the safe it will be logged as returned
product in the electronic inventory tracking system by barcode scanner. No returned or repurchased
medical marijuana will be resold. It will be stored in a separated and designated area within the safe
clearly marked as waste. All waste will be rendered unrecognizable and disposed of pursuant to the
terms of 3796:6-3-14. Medical marijuana destruction and disposal will be scheduled at a minimum of
once per week. At no time will returned product remain on the premises for more than seven (7) days.
D-6.9.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-6.9. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.

No response provided by applicant

Operations Plan(Sanitation and Safety)
D-8.1 Please provide a summary of the intended sanitation and safety measures to be implemented at
the dispensary. These measures should include, but are not limited to, plans, procedures, and controls
to address the following:
1. Processes for contamination prevention
2. Pest protection procedures
3. Instruction to dispensary employees regarding the handling of medical marijuana
4. Hand-washing facilities
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-02 for more information.
The Enterprise aspires to operate a dispensary that utilizes the best possible sanitation and cleanliness
standards. It is a belief of the organization that patients and visitors should feel comfortable visiting the
dispensary and know that the facility is operated with medical level cleanliness, safety and sanitation
standards. The sanitary feeling should permeate the areas of the facility patients and visitors will be
present in, but will extend to all areas of the facility ensuring the purest and safest quality of products.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-02(J), the dispensary will be run and maintained in a clean and sanitary
condition. The Dispensary Management Company has developed and implemented Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) specific to medical marijuana facilities in multiple jurisdictions. The
SOPs outline and delegate a schedule for cleaning and sanitation tasks at the opening and closing of
the facility as well mid-day for some tasks or weekly for others. At the beginning of each day the
opening employees will ensure that the bathrooms were properly cleaned and sanitized the night
before, the floors were mopped or swept, and all garbage was disposed of properly. The opening
employee will wipe down all surfaces vulnerable to patient contact with an anti-bacterial cleansing
wipe. All medical marijuana inventory will have been stowed in the vault overnight. The opening
employee and another employee will move a necessary amount of inventory from the vault to the
locked compartments in the dispensary department. At the close of operating hours each day the
closing employees will empty all trash cans, clean the restrooms, mop/sweep all floors, and wipe down
all surfaces with an anti-bacterial wipe. The closing employee and one additional employee will move
all inventory from the locked compartment in the dispensary department to the vault at then end of
business each day.
Prior to moving any inventory to or from the vault, the employees will check the seal on each package
to ensure no seals are broken and verify the expiration date on the product is legible and the product is
not close to expiration. In accordance with 3796:6-3-01(F), the Enterprise will sell only medical
marijuana in the original sealed containers or packaging as delivered from the processor or cultivator
and in accordance with 3796-6-3-01(D)(2), the dispensary may only sell expired plant material to a
licensed processor. Any packages with broken seals or containing product that will readily expire shall
be logged into the inventory tracking system and segregated into the quarantined area in the vault for
either return to the cultivator or processor, for disposal, or for the sale of expired plant material to a
licensed processor. Should the Enterprise receive a dispensary license as well as either a cultivation or
processing license the medical marijuana and medical marijuana products will be packaged, sealed
and inventoried in separate and distinct portions of the facility and transferred pursuant to the same
protocol as medical marijuana and medical marijuana products received from a licensed third party.
Since all medical marijuana and medical marijuana products sold by the dispensary will be in their
original tamper resistant sealed package, there is not an expectation that the dispensary employees
will ever be handling actual product. However, in the case there is spillage from an adulterated
package the employee will be required to immediately wash their hands. There will be handwashing
facilities in the bathroom and employee breakroom and hand sanitizer stations in all rooms.
The Dispensary Management Company has worked with clients and partners in multiple locations on
the production side with some of the highest standards for cleanliness and product integrity. To ensure
that products are processed and packaged in the safest and most sanitary manner should the

Enterprise gain a processing license, the facility will be constructed to GMP (Good Manufacturing
Standards). The Enterprise and Dispensary Management Company will then work closely with a GMP
expert to ensure that all Standard Operating Procedures are consistent with GMP standards for
production. Should the Enterprise not be granted a license for processing, the Enterprise will contract
only with other licensees that have employed the highest quality of standards available. The GMP
expert will be used to consult on the quality of the operations of the potential licensees the Enterprise
will procure product from.
With respect to edibles, the Enterprise will not sell any medical marijuana products requiring
refrigeration pursuant to 3796:6-3-01(N). All edibles sold by the dispensary will be either prepared by
the Enterprises kitchen with a process and facility designed to both GMP standards and the highest
food quality standards. The partners of the Enterprise have engaged in multiple other successful
business ventures including a restaurant highlighting the skills of renowned chefs. These chefs will be
involved in consulting on the food safety standards of the Enterprise kitchen and any edibles produced,
how they should be packaged and stored as well as the same analysis of the operations of any
potential vendor of edibles to be sold at the dispensary. In addition to the efforts of the dispensary to
adhere to the highest of food safety standards, pursuant to 3796:6-3-02(k), the dispensary will display
the required placard stating “Edible medical marijuana products were produced in a kitchen, not
subject to public health inspections, that may also process common food allergens.”
The Enterprise will contract with a pest management company to inspect the facility and routinely
perform any necessary treatments to ensure the facility is free from pests and rodents.

Operations Plan(Record-Keeping)
D-9.1 By selecting “Yes,” the Applicant attests that it will notify State Board of Pharmacy at least 7 days
prior to rendering medical marijuana unusable. All waste and unusable product will be weighed,
recorded and entered into both its internal inventory system and in the state inventory tracking system.
The destruction of medical marijuana will be witnessed by a key employee and conducted in a
designated area with fully functioning video surveillance. OAC 3796:6-3-14
YES
D-9.2 Please provide a summary of the Applicant’s record-keeping plan at the dispensary. This plan
should cover, but is not limited to, a description for how the following records will be maintained:
1. Employee records, including a background check conducted by the proposed dispensary and
training provided by the proposed dispensary
2. Operating procedures and controls
3. Audit records
4. Staffing plans; Business records
5. Surveillance records
6. Attendance logs
7. Quality assurance review logs
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-17 for more information.
The Enterprise will use an electronic inventory tracking that will also record all medical marijuana
records and patient information electronically. The system will capture all patient data kept by the
dispensary and will also capture and maintain records of all medical marijuana received, dispensed,
sold, destroyed, or used in accordance with 3796:6-3-17(C). The system will store information on a
secure cloud hosted by Microsoft Azure, which provides for optimal data security for HIPAA
compliance purposes. In accordance with 3796:6-3-17(B), the electronic system will guarantee the
confidentiality of the information maintained on it; may be accessed by the state board of pharmacy;
and will provide adequate safeguards against erasures and unauthorized changes in data. After
information has been captured and verified by the dispensary; it will contain a true audit trail that
indicates and dates any edits or deletions to a patient record; and will have the capacity to be
reconstructed or retrieved within three (3) business days in the event of a technical malfunction or
adverse event. In addition to the regulatory requirements the electronic system selected by the
Enterprise, it will also be capable of placing a litigation hold or enforcing a records retention hold for
purposes of conducting an investigation or pursuant to ongoing litigation. Pursuant to 45 CFR
164.316(b)(2)(i), generally accepted guidelines for HIPAA compliance, and section 3701-83-11(F) of
the Ohio Administrative Code all patient records will be retained for six (6) years from the last date the
patient visited the facility, in excess of the minimum requirement provided by 3796:6-3-18(C). These
records will be retained electronically and will be backed up each day. In accordance with 3796:6-317(F) these records will be maintained on the server requiring dual authentication access to credentials
to prevent any unauthorized access.
Any patient specific medical marijuana transactions will be deemed confidential and dispensary
employees shall be trained that such information should not be provided to anyone with the exception
of those contemplated by 3796:6-3-18 (A). Dispensary employees will be trained in the event an
emergency they may disclose recommendation information if it is deemed to be in the best interests of
the patient and pursuant to 3796:6-3-18(8)(c) the dispensary employee making the oral disclosure will
prepare a written statement with the patient’s name, the date and time of the disclosure was made, the
nature of the emergency, and the names of any individuals to whom the disclosure was provided.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-17(E), the Enterprise will maintain the following business records: (1)
Background checks for employees; (2) Operating procedures; (3) Inventory records; (4) Audit records;

(5) Staffing plan; (6) Business records that include: (a) Assets and liabilities; (b) Third party vendor list;
(c) Monetary transactions; (d) Written or electronic accounts that shall include bank statements,
journals, ledgers, and supporting documents, agreements, checks, invoices and vouchers; and (e) Any
other financial accounts reasonably related to dispensary operations. (7) Surveillance records; (8)
Attendance logs; (9) Employee training records; (10) Quality assurance review logs; (11) All other
records required under Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code. All records will be retained for 5 years with
the exception of surveillance records which will be kept in accordance with the requirements of 3796:63-16. All video surveillance will be maintained for a minimum of 6 months pursuant to 3796:6-316(E)(6).
Financial records maintained at the facility will include: (1) Records that clearly reflect all financial
transactions and the financial condition of the business; (2) Purchase invoices, bills of lading,
manifests, sales records, copies of bills of sale, and any supporting documents, including the items
and/or services purchased, from whom the items were purchased, and the date of purchase; (3) Bank
statements; and (4) Accounting and tax records.
Employee records shall include the following: (1) All records relating to the hiring of employees,
including applications, documentation of verification of references, and any other related materials; 2)
An employee log that includes the following information for every current and former employee: (a)
Employee name, address, phone number and emergency contact information; (b) Registration number
and access credential designation; (c) Date of hire and date of separation from employment, if
applicable, and the reason for the separation;
(d) All training, education, and disciplinary records; and (e) Salary and wages paid to each employee,
and any executive compensation, bonus, benefit, or item of value paid to any individual affiliated with
any medical marijuana entity, including members of a non-profit corporation, if any.

Operations Plan(Other )
D-10.1 Please provide a summary of any other services or products to be offered by the Applicant at
the dispensary. OAC 3796:6-2-02
The Enterprise has designed their business model and offered services around providing the most
comprehensive care to patients which includes customizable product offerings and educational
materials. Patient education services are the lynchpin of providing effective treatment options.
On a quarterly basis the Designated Representative and a representative of the Dispensary
Management Company will meet to review all patient education materials and product offerings
provided at the Dispensary. The objective of this meeting will be to review how well the material
addresses any innovations in the industry in an effort to provide the most up to date knowledge to
patients. The Dispensary Management Company works with clients and partners in 13 different states
and several foreign jurisdictions. Through the extensive network in the medical marijuana industry, the
Dispensary Management Company team is dedicated to providing the most cutting edge care to
patients and ensuring that the patients are educated to receive an optimized benefit. Patient education
materials will be available in the waiting area and for more specific matters through patient
consultation. Pursuant to 3796:6-3-22(E), a dispensary is not permitted to sell any items other than
medical marijuana or medical marijuana products. All patient educational materials will be provided
free of cost.
With people and the community as a focus of the Enterprise, a key objective in the operation of the
business is to maximize the benefits provided by medical marijuana to patients while minimizing any
potential adverse impacts from the availability of marijuana. The Enterprise will hold semi-annual
educational events to provide information about qualifying conditions and responsible use of medical
marijuana. The events will be free and open to the public, however, with more and more veterans
benefiting from the use of medical marijuana for the treatment of PTSD, the outreach for the events will
target reaching veterans. Each event will show case a medical professional that will speak about the
benefits of medical marijuana for patients as well as provide information on responsible use.
Resources on physicians and how to enroll in the program will be available at the event. One of the
most fundamental manners the Enterprise believes they can make is a difference for patients is by
providing customized and targeted product offerings. The partners of the Enterprise have operated
several other successful business endeavors, one of which being a restaurant featuring renowned
chefs that will not only consult on the kitchen safety and operations should the Enterprise receive a
processing license, but will also work with patients to create custom products. For example, if a patient
needs medical marijuana edible products but has specific dietary or taste restrictions the dispensary
will contract with the chefs to create customized products for the patient.
D-10.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-10.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
D-10.2 Please provide a summary of intended services for veterans and/or the indigent. OAC 3796:62-02; OAC 3796:6-3-22
With people and the community as a focus of the Enterprise, a key objective in the operation of the
business is to maximize the benefits provided by medical marijuana to patients while minimizing any
potential adverse impacts from the availability of marijuana. This is especially true for veterans and
indigent individuals who in many instances are a significant portion of the patient base. The greatest
needs in optimizing the benefit of medical marijuana for these populations is to provide access and
education. To increase access the Enterprise will provide ongoing 15-20% discounts for veterans upon

presentation of valid discharge paperwork. Upon presentation of tax return of other verifying household
income information qualified individuals will be eligible to receive a 15-20% discount. Eligibility will be
based on the following scale:
Family Size Approximate Annual Income Approximate Monthly Income
1 up to $30,150 up to $2,512
2 up to $40,600 up to $3,383
3 up to $51,050 up to $4,254
4 up to $61,500 up to $5,125
To provide education to both indigent and veteran populations, the Enterprise will hold semi-annual
educational events to provide information about qualifying conditions and responsible use of medical
marijuana. The events will be free and open to the public, however, with more and more veterans
benefiting from the use of medical marijuana for the treatment of PTSD, the outreach for these events
will target reaching veterans. Each event will showcase a medical professional that will speak about
the benefits of medical marijuana for patients as well as provide information on responsible use.
Resources on physicians and how to enroll in the program will be available at the event. These events
will be held at locations easily accessible to the target populations.
As veterans remain one of the most highly underemployed populations, the Enterprise recognizes that
one of the best ways to benefit its local veteran community is by providing a path to steady and
meaningful employment. Thus, efforts aimed specifically to recruit veterans will be a primary focus of
several resources identified by the organization. The human resources department of the DMC has
numerous government based resources for outreach to veterans for purposes of recruitment. In
formulating this plan, the Enterprise has integrated principles identified by the US DOI in the “Veterans
Hiring Tool Kit” developed by the department and available at www.doi.gov/vets/ahaw. The Enterprise
will engage in continued outreach to these organizations in order to list available jobs with the hopes of
increasing the number of veterans that will be able to apply.
The Enterprise believes it is not enough to simply recruit veterans, but it is imperative to also create an
inclusive environment that is a safe space for veterans to thrive. In this effort, the Enterprise is
committed to providing a remedy or alternative to various issues faced by veterans in the workplace.
The US Department of Veterans Affairs has developed a toolkit similar to the hiring toolkit described.
This toolkit has incorporated an online training module that provides employers with resources to help
ease and minimize types of adversity veterans may experience while integrating into the workplace. At
the discretion of Human Resources, selected applicable management positions will be required to
complete this training. Details can be found at www.va.gov/vetsinworkplace.
The facility the Enterprise intends to operate is located in an urban area with historically high rates of
poverty and unemployment. The Partners of the Enterprise have a proven track record of creating
business endeavors that have the power to revitalize economically disadvantaged areas. The creation
of jobs in a typically depressed area can have an impact of breathing new life into an area. In order to
further the mission of creating positive economic growth, the Enterprise has already been in contact
with community organizers in the proposed area of the dispensary. The local community center runs a
program that offers assistance to individuals needing to obtain a high school GED through tutoring or
classes. The Enterprise plans to continue a relationship with the community center to provide a
pathway to employment for those that have recently obtained a GED and that can qualify for a position
in the cultivation facility.
D-10.3 Describe the Applicant's efforts to minimize the environmental impact of the proposed
dispensary. OAC 3796:6-2-02
Commitment to the community is a core principle at the heart of the Enterprise, this extends to the
environment. In developing the design of the business concept and operational plan, the Enterprise
has taken every opportunity to benefit the environment and operate in an eco-friendly manner.

Clean Power System
The Enterprise has contracted with a clean power system provider to optimize energy efficiency and
reduce energy consumption. The system uses a methodology to improve electrical system power
factor efficiency to approximately .95 and reduce overall electrical consumption. The system has been
recognized by research and development authorities as well as regulatory agencies as a preferred
method to optimize energy reduction. The system is comprised of self-contained filtration units to help
the facility operate most efficiently and to protect against surges and spikes. The installation of this
technology is estimated to reduce the energy consumption of the facility by 8-15% overall. In an
industry that routinely uses copious amount of energy for lighting and climate control, this margin is
significant in mitigating environmental impact.
Eco-friendly Cultivation Practices
The Enterprise places a premium on eco-friendly cultivation practices. The Enterprise has also applied
for a cultivation license as well and has included in their management plan a host of eco-friendly
cultivation practices including:
Drip Irrigation: According to industry sources, up to 80% of water use in the United States is for
agricultural purposes. A drip irrigation system can be used to deliver a smaller amount of water directly
to the root of the plant rather than a method that results in a large amount of water loss due to
evaporation or runoff.
OMRI certified pesticides and fertilizer: The Enterprise will use only OMRI (Organic Materials Review
Institute) certified pesticides, fungicides, fertilizers, and any other applicant to the plants. These
products are guaranteed organic and free of synthetics.
Growing Medium: Using Coco Coir as the growth medium for cannabis is more sustainable than soil
because it is slower to break down and can be used in multiple cycles. This medium retains water and
nutrients at a higher rate, reducing water consumption and the need for fertilizers. This protects the
consumer by creating an organic product but it also reduces any toxic materials that would be in water
runoff. The medium acts a natural deterrent to insects and pests, reducing the need for pesticides.
Energy Efficient Lighting: Different types of LED and LEC lighting have different impacts on cannabis
plants. These technologies can greatly reduce energy costs and benefit plant growth if integrated with
various other lighting types in the most optimal way.
Should the Enterprise be awarded a dispensary license without a cultivation license, the Enterprise will
focus on sourcing product from those organizations with the most eco-friendly practices.
LEED Certification Characteristics
While the Enterprise could not pursue LEED certification for the construction of this project. In the
development of the facility, the Enterprise considered the various characteristics used by the
organization for certification to incorporate as many into the operation as possible. The following
aspects of LEED certification have been integrated into the facility and operations to minimize the
environmental impact of the facility and the operations.
• All toilets installed in the facility will be dual flush toilets to minimize water use.
• The facility design incorporates showers to encourage employees to bike to work. The facility will be
equipped with bike racks and provide incentives for biking to work. The facility is located within close
proximity to public transportation and the Enterprise will provide complimentary bus passes to any
interested employees.
• The facility will be using the most energy efficient lighting options possible.
• The facility will be equipped with charging stations for electric vehicles to encourage employees to
use and purchase green vehicles.
• The facility is being constructed on a historically industrial site so no natural habitats will be impacted

by construction.
• Every effort will be made to ensure that all materials used in construction will be managed in a
manner consistent with LEED principles.
Greenhouse Construction
The Enterprise has a plan for responsible incremental expansion that includes the construction of a
greenhouse as a part of the later phases should they be awarded a cultivation license. The
architectural rendering of the greenhouse is included.
D-10.3.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in D-10.3. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Operations Plan(Security & Infrastructure Records )
D-11.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that all responses identified as containing security and
infrastructure are voluntarily submitted to the State Board of Pharmacy in expectation of a protection
from disclosure as provided by section 149.433 of the Revised Code.
YES

Patient Care(Staff Education and Training)
E-1.1 Describe the Applicant's education and training plan and how it will meet the foundational and
ongoing training required for dispensary employees to be authorized to dispense medical marijuana.
Include a summary of the substantive training content, the number of hours each dispensary employee
will receive for each mandatory training requirement, the number of training hours each dispensary
employee will receive for any elective training, and the anticipated source of each type of training
described. OAC 3796:6-3-19
The Dispensary Management Company (DMC) has extensive experience with the development and
implementation of employee staffing and training in the medical marijuana industry. The dispensary
training program will be divided into several modules 1) required training prior to commencing work at
the dispensary; 2) required ongoing training; 3) voluntary elective training.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-19(C) prior to beginning work at a dispensary all employees will receive
foundational training regarding the dispensing of medical marijuana which shall include:
(1) Relevant training on the drug database established pursuant to section 4729.75 of the Revised
Code;
(2) Relevant training on the inventory tracking system established pursuant to section 3796.07 of the
Revised Code;
(3) Responsible use training, which shall include specific instruction on:
(a) Use of the toll-free telephone line established pursuant to section 3796.17 of the Revised Code;
and
(b) Learning to recognize signs of medicine abuse or adverse events in the medical use of marijuana
by a patient.
(4) The proper use of security measures and controls that have been adopted by the dispensary for the
prevention of diversion, theft or loss of medical marijuana;
(5) Confidentiality requirements of a dispensary;
(6) Instruction on the different forms, methods of administration, and strains of medical marijuana;
(7) Instruction on qualifying conditions for medical marijuana patients;
(8) Authorized uses of medical marijuana in the treatment of qualifying conditions;
(9) Instruction regarding regulatory inspection preparedness and law enforcement interaction;
(10) Awareness of the legal requirements for maintaining status as a licensed dispensary employee;
and
(11) Other topics as specified by the state board of pharmacy.
In accordance with 3796:6-3-19 (D) for each two year licensing period dispensary employees will be
required to receive a minimum of sixteen hours of continuing education, on topics including:
(1) Guidelines for providing information to patients and caregivers related to the risks associated with
medical marijuana, including possible drug interactions;
(2) Guidelines for providing support to patients related to the patients' symptoms;
(3) Recognizing signs and symptoms of substance abuse;
(4) Guidelines for refusing to provide medical marijuana to an individual who appears to be impaired or
abusing medical marijuana;
(5) The safe handling of medical marijuana, including an overview of common industry hazards, current
health and safety standards, and dispensary best practices;
(6) Legal updates training pertaining to the Ohio medical marijuana control program; and
(7) Other topics as specified by the state board of pharmacy.
Coursework required by regulation will be provided by a combination of authorized third party vendors
(at company cost, not employee cost) and internally developed training modules that have been

submitted by the Designated Representative to the state board of pharmacy, vetted and approved
\pursuant to 3796:6-3-19. Elective continuing education may also be sourced internally or externally
providing the curriculum is approved by the state board of pharmacy.
For internally developed training the DMC utilizes a Learning Management System, robust standard
operating procedures and hands-on interactive techniques to trai employees. From the first day of
employment and throughout their career the Enterprise will engage the employees in a learning and
training process to ensure skills are maintained and improved. In addition to the provision of
comprehensive SOPs and employee training on safety and functionality, the Enterprise’s staff will
benefit from the technical expertise available via the proprietary online learning tool, This hi-tech
teaching tool is built on the SchooX learning management system platform. It is designed to facilitate
customized learning paths for different employee categories and provide knowledge that complements
the specific job duties performed.
The application of this online platform simplifies and speeds employee training by making materials
available anywhere the employee can connect to the internet. Beyond flexibility in access, this system
has significant advantages, when compared to traditional employee training programs. It allows the
integration of videos, narrated power point presentations, written documents, unit tests specific to
training modules, and live remote training sessions. These features combine to ensure that the
Enterprise’s employees will be able to learn from qualified subject matter experts.
The course work and training modules presented in this module are designed to not only train
employees in statutorily requires practices and SOPs, but to provide foundational knowledge in
applicable plant science, medical knowledge and related fields. The goal of this approach is to create a
workforce that not only performs tasks correctly, but understands why what they are doing is the
correct approach. This will empower employees, provide them a feeling of ownership when carrying
out their work duties, and ensure that the Enterprise will have a technically capable and knowledgeable
staff. Credit for this coursework will be given on an hour for hour basis consistent with the parameters
of 3796:6-3-19(K).
E-1.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-1.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
E-1.2 Summarize how the Applicant's training plan will identify and incorporate advancements in
medical marijuana research. Include a description of the frequency with which the training plan will be
updated, how new information will be incorporated into the training plan, the method for providing
updated training to dispensary employees, and the frequency with which updated training will be
provided to dispensary employees. OAC 3796:6-3-19
The Enterprise will work closely with Dispensary Management Company to benefit from the valuable
insight the Dispensary Management Company has gained from operating in various jurisdictions and a
vast array of knowledgeable individuals in the medical marijuana space. In this was the Enterprise will
be able to integrate the most recent best practices and advances in the insutry into training modules.
On a quarterly basis the Designated Representative will meet with a representative of the DMC and the
VP of the Enterprise to discuss industry advancements and will update all training modules
accoridngly.
(F) Before any training in paragraphs (C) and (E) of this rule may be provided to dispensary employees
for credit, a designated representative shall submit, in a manner determined by the board, all of the

following items to the state board of pharmacy and obtain approval:
(1) Names and qualifications of the persons responsible for training content;
(2) The primary objective of the training and how it is intended to improve the participants' competency
as dispensary employees;
(3) The number of intended trainings for the next twelve-month period and the number of participants
for each training;
(4) Any brochures describing the activity;
(5) The method or manner of presenting materials;
(6) The agenda with a detailed time schedule;
(7) A set of training materials, if requested; and
(8) Any other items requested by the state board of pharmacy.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-19( G) Before training is provided to dispensary employees for credit under
paragraphs the designated representative will submit, the following to the state board of pharmacy:
(1) A signed attestation by the person responsible for training content that the person or persons
responsible for the content of the educational materials is a pharmacist licensed under Chapter 4729.
of the Revised Code, or any of the following professionals authorized to prescribe under division (I) of
section 4729.01 of the Revised Code:
(a) A clinical nurse specialist or certified nurse practitioner;
(b) A physician; or
(c) A physician assistant;
(2) The professional license number of the person or persons identified in paragraph (G)(1) of this rule;
and
(3) That the person or persons approve of the content.
In accordance with 3796:6-3-19(H) this shall be submitted for approval a minimum of sixty days prior to
the date of presentation of the intended training.
E-1.2.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-1.2. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant

Patient Care(Patient Care and Education)
E-2.1 Describe how dispensary employees will be trained to provide patient education regarding:
1. Recognizing the signs of abuse or adverse events in the medical use of marijuana
2. Instruction on use of medical marijuana to treat a qualifying condition
3. Risks associated with medical marijuana, including possible drug interactions
4. Guidelines for support to patients related to the patient's symptoms
5. Guidelines for refusing to provide medical marijuana to an individual who appears to be
impaired or abusing medical marijuana. Include the sources of the training and the sources'
qualifications to provide such training.
Please reference OAC 3796:6-3-19 for more information.
The Dispensary Management Company (DMC) has an extensive online and in person training platform
to provide both initial and continuing education for employees. The DMC brings years of experience in
the medical marijuana business working across multiple jurisdictions to the development of their
proprietary training module. The DMC works with some of the most knowledgeable cultivators and
caregivers in the industry and engages with medical professionals in multiple states. The combination
of these factors coupled with the insight of individuals involved with the DMC that have built successful
retail brand models in this space, results in a sophisticated knowledge on the use of medical marijuana
to treat qualifying conditions and how to best interact with patients to educate them on optimal use.
These aspects of employee training will be initially developed by the DMC with approval by the Vice
President and the Designated Representative and approved by the state board of pharmacy in
accordance with 3796:6-3-19.
In such a developing industry, the DMC is accustomed to the influx of new knowledge and the
adaptation of practices. The medical knowledge surrounding medical marijuana is ever evolving. The
DMC brings the insight of an unrivaled network of medical professionals across the country to
constantly update the information the DMC incorporates into training. Within the state of Ohio, the
Enterprise will be in constant discourse with both research focused medical professionals through the
research and development program developed in conjunction with one of the state’s leading medical
institutions and the doctors that the Enterprise regularly works with in providing outreach. The
Designated Representative and the Associate Designated Representative will be responsible for
tracking all new feedback and providing it to the VP and the DMC on a quarterly basis to adjust training
models.
In addition to supplementing the internal knowledge of the DMC in developing training with input from
multiple medical professionals, the Enterprise will require all new employees to complete a training
developed by the Cannabis Training Institute that focuses on assisting employees in identifying the
signs of substance abuse and how to apply proper guidelines for refusing to provide medical
marijuana.
E-2.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-2.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
No response provided by applicant
E-2.2 Describe the Applicant's processes, procedures and controls addressing reports of adverse
events. Include, at a minimum, a description of:
1. How reports will be documented
2. The circumstances that will require reports of adverse events will be reported to a cultivator,
processor, and / or the State Board of Pharmacy

3. The time frame for which to provide such reports
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-11, the dispensary and all licensed employees will monitor for adverse events
including without limit suspicious recommendations; unusual usage; questionable disposition of
medical; discovery of theft, unauthorized loss, or diversion; and errors in dispensing reporting in
accordance with 3796:6-3-12. Any of the above listed events will trigger the generation of an adverse
event report.
All licensed dispensary employees will receive training on the identification of suspicious
recommendations, unusual usage or questionable disposition of medical marijuana as well as the signs
of abuse or addiction. This training will provide the knowledge for the employee to make an educated
judgment on whether the dispensing of medical marijuana may have a negative health or safety
consequence as described in 3796:6-3-08(B). Should a dispensary employee, in their qualified
judgment, determine medical marijuana should not be dispensed for any of the reasons articulated
above or any other reason indicating unlawful use, an adverse event report shall be generated
internally. The adverse event report will be reviewed and signed by the Designated Representative or
the Associated Designated Representative within the same business day. The information will be
recorded in the patient’s record internally within the comprehensive inventory tracking system. The
event shall be reported to the state board of pharmacy within 24 hours pursuant to 3796:6-3-08(B).
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-11(D), should a fraudulent or unlawful prescription be discovered the state board
of pharmacy will notified immediately by phone. The dispensary will then provide a written report within
24 hours.
In the event of the discovery of an adverse event involving theft, loss or diversion of medical marijuana,
the dispensary will notify the state board of pharmacy and law enforcement immediately by phone in
accordance with 3796:6-3(B) and will follow the notification with a written report to the state board of
pharmacy in accordance with 3796:6-3-11(C). Pursuant to 3796:6-3-11(C)(1), this written report will
include (a) The name, address, and license number of the dispensary; (b) The amount and type of
medical marijuana lost or stolen; (c) The circumstances surrounding the loss or theft; (d) The date the
loss or theft was discovered; (e) The person who discovered the loss or theft; (f) The person
responsible for the loss or theft if known; and (g) Any other information that the reporter believes might
be helpful in establishing the cause of the loss or theft.
Pursuant to 3796:6-3-(11)(F), all known violations of state drug laws, including all rules adopted
pursuant to Chapter 3796. of the Revised Code, will be reported to the state board of pharmacy
immediately. Similarly, in compliance with 3796:6-3-11(G), any serious adverse events related to
security and administration of medical marijuana, that a dispensary employee knows or should know
of, will be reported to the state board of pharmacy within twenty-four hours.
With respect to any adverse action taken against any dispensary employee by any licensing agency in
any state or any foreign jurisdiction, any governmental agency, any law enforcement agency or any
judicial action, the action shall be reported to the state board of pharmacy within five (5) business days
by the Designated Representative or at their direction pursuant to 3796:6-311(H).
All dispensing errors will be governed by the Quality Assurance Program established by the
Designated Representative in accordance with 3796:6-3-12. Any dispensing errors discovered will be
relayed to the Designated Representative immediately and reviewed within two (2) business days from
the date of discovery in accordance with 3796:6-3-13(B). The review shall be documented and a
record created pursuant to 3796:6-3-13(C) that shall contain (1) The date or dates of the quality
assurance review; (2) The pertinent data and other information relating to the dispensing error
reviewed; (3) Documentation of contact with the qualifying patient, caregiver where applicable, and the
recommending physician; (4) The findings and determinations generated by the quality assurance
review; and (5) Recommended changes to dispensary policy, procedure, systems or processes if any.
Upon completion of the review the Designated Representative will determine whether the error
requires any necessary reporting to the state board of pharmacy or any other entity.

Patient Care(Patient Care Facilities)
E-3.1 Describe the adequacy of the size of the proposed dispensary to serve the needs of patients and
caregivers, including building and construction plans with supporting details. Such plans shall illustrate,
at a minimum, the size and location of the following within the prospective dispensary location:
1. The dispensary department
2. Restricted access areas
3. Waiting room
4. Patient care areas or other areas designated for patient and caregiver consultation and
instruction. Include a summary of the patient flow through each area, the maximum patient
and caregiver occupancy in each area at any given time, the amount of time the Applicant
expects to interact with both new and returning patients, and the number of dispensary
employees who will staff each area
Please reference OAC 3796:6-2-02 for more information.
The Enterprise has based their proposed facility size on the expected patient demand and traffic flow
as the industry grows. With information supplied by the Dispensary Management Company, the
Enterprise utilized a comprehensive data-driven approach to project the necessary size of the facility
and the operation from the time of initial construction through a five-year period via a robust pro forma
analysis.
The Enterprise and the Dispensary Management Company drew upon decades of compiled production
data, market trends, and medical marijuana retail experience that have yielded consistent results
across 13 legal markets in the United States as well as internationally. To determine the market
demand for medical marijuana product, the team created a range of possible scenarios using all
available data from other US states with medical marijuana programs. The analysis involved fitting
mathematical curves through the data sets of other state markets with their respective starting
conditions and ramp rates, bounding the problem on one end by states with more restrictive programs
and on the other by states with less restrictive programs, then drawing curves in the middle
representing possible growth outcomes of the Ohio program as a percentage of the total state
population. Many variables contributed to the market analysis of Ohio relative to the other legal medical
states, such as qualifying conditions, ease and affordability of access for patients, physician
restrictions, allowable delivery methods into the body, usage limitations, and reciprocity with other legal
medical markets. The team then applied the predicted Ohio ramp curves to various addressable
market population sizes based on state and regional population, expected share of market capture
based on quantity and square footage of licenses to be issued, and possibility of exceeding the
Enterprise’s expected share of the market. Multiplying the various patient population sizes by the ramp
curves, the team ran scenarios across the spectrum of possible outcomes, settling on a moderate
population size and moderate to high ramp rate as its baseline. The Enterprise then integrated
information compiled from medical and scientific research sources such as the Mayo Clinic and
industry retail information to determine what dosing would be recommended for the qualifying
conditions to determine average product quantity per month per patient. Application of these variables
together allowed for a prediction of the number of patients that the Enterprise facility would need to
provide services at any given time.
Next, the Dispensary Management Company used a similar approach to determine patient visits based
on number of expected patients and typical frequency of visits for the qualifying conditions. Once these
data points were determined the team relied on its extensive array of operational data and
corresponding analytics to determine the proposed dispensary size needed to support the initial market
demand and market share as well as providing for incremental operational expansion to meet market

demand. With this knowledge, the team developed revenue and cost (CAPEX, COGS, and OPEX)
projections, resulting in a 5-yr budget that the team is confident will adequately support its operations
and the patient population it serves, while allowing for flexibility to adapt to market conditions as they
develop.
The Enterprise has chosen an accessible location in a metropolitan area with sufficient infrastructure to
be able to provide services to a significant portion of the expected market share should the Enterprise
receive a dispensary license. The team determined the optimal square footage for the dispensary
location to serve this patient size and allow for incremental growth to be 864 sq ft. The space will be
apportioned into the following areas with the expected square footage:
1) The dispensary department: 400 sq ft
2) The restricted access areas: 239 sq ft
3) The Waiting Room: 114 sq ft.
Patients and any accompanying visitors will enter through the front entrance, which will be the only
public point of ingress and egress. Patients will be immediately required to check in and present their
patient registry card and identification for verification. They will remain in the waiting area until they are
called to enter the dispensary department by licensed personnel. The waiting area is large enough to
accommodate 8 individuals. Patients will be allowed access to the dispensary department in a one to
one and half ratio. For example, if two dispensary employees will be operating the dispensary
department the maximum number of patients present shall be three. This ratio will allow for optimal
traffic flow while also providing for patient monitoring and one on one attention. At a minimum, there
will be two staff members present during all dispensary operating hours. In the lowest traffic periods
there will be two employees in the dispensary department and one will also serve as a receptionist. At
peak times there will be a dedicated receptionist, five licensed dispensary employees in the dispensary
department and one employee to provide additional monitoring of the waiting room and perform
administrative functions.
The Enterprise was able to determine that based on data derived from the operational experience of
the Dispensary Management Company the average time spent in a dispensary offering comprehensive
consultations to patients is 15 minutes per patient.
E-3.1.1 Applicants may include images or diagrams, in PDF format, demonstrating the measures
described in E-3.1. The images or diagrams may contain a brief descriptive caption. Additional
language responding to the question will not be considered.
Uploaded Document Name: E 3.1_ dispensary sq footage map.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 1 page(s) of this document.

Patient Care(Dispensary Operating Hours)
E-4.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will make the dispensary available to patients and
caregivers to purchase medical marijuana for a minimum of 35 hours per week, between the hours of 7
am and 9 pm, except as authorized by State Board of Pharmacy. OAC 3796:6-3-03
YES
E-4.2 Provide the proposed hours of operation during which the prospective dispensary will available to
dispense medical marijuana to patients and caregivers. (Information only) OAC 3796:6-3-03
7 am to 9 pm dailiy

Patient Care(Patient Information)
E-5.1 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will post a sign directing patients and caregivers
with medical marijuana inquiries or adverse reactions to the toll-free hotline established by the State
Board of Pharmacy. OAC 3796:6-3-15
YES
E-5.2 By selecting "Yes", the Applicant attests that it will make information regarding the use and
possession of medical marijuana available to patients and caregivers. The Applicant agrees to submit
all such information to the State Board of Pharmacy prior to being provided to patients and caregivers.
OAC 3796:6-3-15
YES

Attestations and Acknowledgements(Attestations and Acknowledgements)
F-1.1 Fill out and attach the “Trade Secret Form” to Question F-1.1, specifying the question and / or
attachment references of the application submission that are exempt from disclosure under Ohio public
records law and articulate how the information meets the definition of “trade secret” under Ohio
Revised Code section 1333.61(D). If no material is designated as trade secret information, a statement
of “None” should be listed on the form.
Uploaded Document Name: Dispensary Application Document E - Trade Secret Form.pdf
NOTE: This applicant uploaded document is the next 2 page(s) of this document.

Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program
Dispensary Application

Trade Secret Form
(Attachment to Application Section F-1.1)
This form must be signed by an individual who may legally sign for the Applicant. The form must be
printed and signed with an original, wet-ink signature. Electronic or digital signatures are not
acceptable. Scan and attach a copy of the signed form, in PDF format, in response to Question F-1.1
of the online Application.

Business Name of Applicant: Nature's Apex, LLC
The undersigned is an Applicant for a medical marijuana Dispensary license. The
Applicant understands that the State of Ohio Board of Pharmacy is an entity of the State
of Ohio and any documents or data submitted to the State of Ohio may be disclosed by
the State pursuant to an Ohio Public Records Act request.
While the Ohio Public Records Act permits certain exclusions from disclosure, Applicant
understands the State makes no guarantee or promises that such data will not be
disclosed. Applicant has reviewed the Ohio Public Records Act, as well as relevant case
law.
Applicant understands that the documents or data it provides to the State of Ohio may
not be confidential, or if confidential, may or may not be disclosed pursuant to an Ohio
Public Records Act request.
Applicant understands that there are additional requirements in order to claim a trade
secret record exception. Applicant understands that materials consisting of trade secrets
must be clearly marked, specifying the pages of the application question, attachment
name related to the material that is to be restricted and justifying the trade secret
designation for each item.

Printed Name of Authorized Representative

Robert Bonder
Signature

Date

11/17/17

Dispensary Application Document E—Trade Secret Form

Page 1 of 2

F-1.2 To be considered complete, each application must be submitted with an Attestation and Release
Authorization. The form must be completed by a Prospective Associated Key Employee who may
legally sign for the Applicant and who can verify the information provided in the application is true,
correct, and complete.
This response has been entirely redacted

